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ABSTRACT

Royappa, Andrew Vasallth. Ph.D., Purdue University, Decembp.f 1992. Symbolic
Methods in Computer Graphics and Geometric Modeling. Major Professor: Chandrajit Bajaj.
Certain restricted classes of algebraic curves and surfaces admit both parametric
and implicit representations. Such dual forms are useful in computer p;raphiC"s and
geOI1H~tric modeling

since they combine the strengths of the two representations. WP.

wnsider the problem of computing the rational parameterization of all implicit curve
or surface in a finite precision domain.

Current algorithms ror this problem are

based on classical algebraic geometry, and assume exact arithmetic involving algebraic
numbers. After applying a careful analysis of the use of algebraic numbers in current
algorithms, we develop new versions of these algorithms that are more efficient. Over
a certain finite precision domain we can derive succinct algebraic and geometric error
characterizations, from which we conclnde that our versions of the algorithms are
lIunwrically robust.
A companion problem to parameterization

IS

the accurate display of rational

parametric curves and surfaces; we show how visualizing an arbitrary and possihly multiple-sheeted parametric surface is non-trivial. Such surfaces can have pole
curvps in their domain, where the denominators of the parameter functions vanish,
and domain base points that correspond to entire curves on the surface. These are
ubiquitolls problems or:r:urring even among the natural quadrics. Ordinary display
techniques based on domain samplin,!1," often fail to visualize the true shape of the
r:urve or surface. We first develop two ways of handling infinite parameter values,
by llsing projective domain transformations. These results are then applied to the

x

display problem. We give algorithms for parametric curves and snrfaces and discuss
our implementati,m efforts. As an implementation vehicle we

(h~veloped

the p;raphi-

f"al symbolic algebra system CANITH which allows rapid prototyping of algorithms
that require a blend of symbolic computation, llumerical computation, and threedimensional graphics tacilities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Algebraic curves and surfaces are widely used in geometric design, geometric modelillg 1 and computer graphics. Such curves and surfaces are most often represented

in parametric form, but the work of (97] has brOLl)~ht the implicit representation to
the attention of researchers as a promising altemate. For some restricted families
of cllrves and surfaces, both representations are possible. Such "dual [Ofm" curves

and surfaces could be of great value in computer aided geometric design (CAGD) and
related fields. It thus becomes important to convert between the forms when possible.

Briefly, an algebraic curve or surface can be defined in implicitly by a polynomial
equation in two or three variables, or ill terms of rational parametric equations in
one or two parameters. For instanc.e, a surface can be defined by .a single polynomial
equation:

fC',y,z) =0
or by rational parametric equations with a common denominator:

.,(s, I.)

y(s, t)
z(s,i) =

X(.5, t)
W(s, i)
Y(s, t)
W(.5, t)
Z(.5, l)
W(.5, t)

where X(,<;,i), Y(.s, i), Z(.s, i), W(.5, i) are polynomials.
Mathematical techniques from algebraic geometry have been applied to the problem of converting betweeu the two forms. Converting from parametric to implicit form
(implicitization), is alway~ possible, using concepts from elimination theory such as
resultants and Grabner bases [74, 75, 97, 5, 6, 49,

:n,

;30, 27, 46, 78].

Converting from implicit to parametric form (parameterization) is possible for
r.ertaill classes of curves and surfaces; algorithms for several parallleterizable classes

have appeared in the recent literature [7I, I, 2, :1, 52, 56, 99.9:3, I02, IO;l]. Conversion
methods for both directions are ,g;enerally eX1wnsive and involve symbolic computation.
In this thesis, we will first investigate some parameterization algorithms. After
analyzing the behavior of these algorithms in the context of approximate anthmetir:,
we propose ways of formulating these algorithms to make them morr.

~tiLble

and

dfic:ient.
We then tnrn to tlw problem of displaying rational parametric emltps and
Although aile of
generating a

tlH~

~I;rfaces.

rhif'J strf'.ngths of parametric r:nrves iLnd surfaces is tlH'. {'ClSe of

piecewis(~-linear

approximation by domain sampling, this is appropriate

unly for cOlltillUOIiS portions of such curves and surfaces. In general, parametric curves
and surfaces, including those that are the output of parameterization algorithms,
exhibit a range of behavior that make their accnrate and complete visllcLlization nOlltrivial. For installce, rational parametric curves iLnd surfaces can have domain poles
(points where the denominators of the parametric functions vanish), real points on
the C\lfve or surface that correspond to complex parameter values, and unfaithful
parameterizations. Rational parametric surfaces can have domain base points, which
are points at which the numerators and denominator vanish simultaneously.

We

shall provide ('xamples of simple, low-degref'. curves and surfaces possessing these
properties, and that are not accurately viewable with conventional domain sampling
techniques, e.g., those implemented in modern symbolic algebra systems or graphing
programs.
In this thesis, we explain the shortcomings of the current methods and then provide
solutions to these problems.
~V\T(~

1.1

now explain tlw prohlems to be addressed in some detail.

Parameterization in Finite Precision
Algebraic curves and surfaces are tile most

C:OT1111101l

vehicles for representing

cllfved objects in geometric modp.ling. The coordinates of the points of such curves

:l

and surfaces satisfy polynomial equations. The coefficients of the polynomials are
dlOsell fwm some field; the points of the curve or surface then !ie ill

L\H~

algebraic

closure of this field. An algebraiC". curve or surface is called rational. if its points f:au
Ilf~

described by rational functions in

sOllle

parameters. If the defining eqnation of a

curve or suriace is givp.u, it is said to be in implicit form, and if (rational) parametric
equations are gi-"en, it is said to be in parametric form.

Functionally, rational parameterization takes oue implicit equation in n variables,
and for each implicit variable prodnces a rational function in n - I parameters. Since

HlP. rational hlllc.tions have. a common denominator, the output can be coded as

n+ I

polynomials.
Parameterization algorithms generally assume mathematically exact computatious with numbers. In our work, we shall assume that the input consists of a polynomial with rational coefficients, although the algorithms themselves are specified
over more general coefficient fields. Even with this restriction, in their intermediate
steps the algorithms may need a root of some polynomial with rational coefficients.
We shall henceforth refer to a root of a polynomial with rational coefficients as an
al,e;ebraic number (strictly speaking, it is algebraic over the field of rational Bum·
]wrs) [.1I]. In general, it is rare for such a root to be as simple as an integer or a
rational llumber, which are readily represented inside a compnter (the latter as
pair of integers). For instance, the polynomial

Xl -

it

2 has as its only two roots the

numbers ±v'2 = ±IA14 ... , where the decimal expansion is non-repeating and i1onterminating. While symbolic methods exist to perform arithmetic on numbers such
as these [94L they are expensive.
'vVe therefore investigate the behavior of certain parameterization algorithms when
rational numbers are llse.d to approximate al,!!;ebraic numbers. In this

r:itS(~.

t1lP. out-

put parametric equations will not exactly satisfy tbe implicit equation, and we seek
meaningful collnections between the two.

1.2

Accurately Displaying Parametric Curves and Surfaces
A well-known strength of the parametric rq:;;esentation of a curvp or

Sl.<;{<l.t:c:

is the

ease by which points on the curve or surface. are generated. This is certainly true in
geometric design , where only smooth sef.l1wlJts or patches are considered. Visualizing
an arbitrary rational parametric curve or surface is rather more difficult, especially if
aile applies the standard domain sampling techniques.
Rational parametric surfaces can have pLl1e curves in the parameter domain , which
are points at which the denominators of the rational parameter [unctions vanish,
causing numerical problems and possibly surface discontinuities; base points in the
domain, that correspond to entire r:urvps en the surface; fundamental curves in the domain, that correspond to a single point

011

the surface; unfaithful parameterizatiolls;

real portions of the surface that are reachable only by complex-valued parameters. In
addition, portions of a parametric curve or surface at finite distances may correspond
to infinite parameter values. Ordinary domain sampling techniques (e.g. those implemented in commercial utilities such as Mathematica, MapleV or Gnuplot) do IlOt
always produce "good" piecewise-linear approximations to surfaces that have such
features.

'Nt"; do not address all the problems listed above, but propose methods that address
the problems of infinite parameter values, domain discontinuities, and domain base
points. Domain discontinuities and base points are ubiquitolIs, occurring ewn among
simple surfaces such as the natural quadrics.
Most of the techniques we develop generalize in a straightforward way to curves
and hypersurfaces of any dimension. We will also discuss in detail our experience
with implementing some of our methods for rational parametric surfaces. Our implementations can display very complicated parametric surfaces.

1.:1

Original Results
The major new results in this thesis are:

I

"

5

1. We analyze algorithms that parameterize implicits by

through

it

tak~ng

selected point all the CUfVf". or surface and then

families of linf's

illter~eeting

these

lines with the curve or surface. We derive precise error characterizations of the

algorithms when opf'.rating in finite precision. The numerical stability of auother type of parameterization algorithm for conics/quadrics, based on matrix
methods, is briefly discussed ill [56], wherein it is also ren~arl:ed that the be·
havior of parameterization algorithms ill general is not dearly understood when
numerical approximations are used. Using the idea of backward error analysis

[1 Ui], a method from numerical analysis, we compute algebraic errol' formulap-.
These are then applied to derive geometric error bounds and make geometrically meaningful statements about the relationship between the ideal output
(when exact arithmetic is used) and the actual output (when finite prp.cision is
used). These results could lead to more numerically stable implementations of
parameterization algorithms.
2. Algorithms for displaying parametric curves and surfaces that address the problems of infinite parameter values, using projective linear transformations of the
parameter domaiu. We show how to represent an entire rational parametric
curve or surface (whose parameters usually vary over infinite. ranges) uSlllg
only a finite number of bounded ranges. The idea of \Ising projective linear
transformations of the parameter domain is extended to projective quadratic
transformations; using such transformations we can compute the so-called normal parameterizations of certain curves and surfaces, solving an open problem

posed in [281.

;J. Applying the above results 011 projective linear transformations of thp. parameter
domain, we address the problem of computing good piecewise-linear approximations to rational parametric curves and surfaces, even when domain poles,
discontinuities, and base points are present. We develop a new domain sampling
technique and report on our implementation.

6

1.4

Drganization and Summary
This th:;::,,:s is organized as follows.

~:.

\.;t,apter 2, we introduce the parameteriza-

tion problem and explain our model of arithmetic. We develop llew parameterization

algorithms and give algebraic

p.fror

formulae for the algorithms operating in this

model. In Chapter :3, the error formulae are applied to derive interesting geometric
properties and error bounds. tn Chapter 4, we discuss ways of representing entire
I".urves <tun. surfaces over finite parameter regions, nrst multiple regions using projec-

ti VP linear domain transformations, and then a single region using projective quadrati ..
transformations. Chapter!) discusses robust methods of constructing pip.cpwise-linear
approximations La curves and surfac:es, Ilsing some results of Chapter 4-. Concluding remarks and a discussion of potential problems for future research are found in
Cbapter G.
In this thesis we address certain problems in CAGD that are solvable using mathematical techniques from algebraic geometry. Our analysis and reformulation of parameterization algorithms add to a young field of research that could be called "numerical
algebraic geometry." We hOjJP. that the careful analysis of error due to numerical approximations will prove llseful to those attempting to make practical use of algorithms
based on algebraic geometry. Furthermore, our new display algorithms make possible
the efficient visualization of a larger variety of rational parametric (~urves and surfaces
than hereto possible using standard techniques.
Parts of this work appear in [17, 18, 19]. We have implemented some of the results
III

the Ganith algebraic geometry toolkit [16].

7

2. APPROXIMATE PARAMETERIZATION

2.1

Introduction
In this chapter, we analyze algl)rithms for parameterizing low-degree curves and

surfaces, when finite precision arithmetic is llsed. Mathematical techniques for parameterizing various classes of curves and surfaces based

Oil

algebraic geometry have

existed for decades, and the recent parameterization algorithms are UH'.ir computational analogues. In our work we pay particular attention to numerical error caused
by approximations, and reformulate such algorithms to stahly operate using bounded
precision rational arithmetic.
We now discuss our assumptions and layout some goals.

2.1.1

Arithmetic Domains

All parameterization algorithms share this characteristic: they take as input one
polynomial, and produce as output a set of polynomials (equivalently, a set of rational
functions witb a com mOil denominator). Mathematically, these algorithms

requin~ the

coefficients of the input and output polynomials to lie in some field. The common
choices for fields are the complex numbers, the reals, and the rationals. Of tbese
three, the nrst two share the attractive property that the coefficients of the output
polynomials can be made to lie in the same field as the coefficients of the input
polynomial. However I the high complexity of coefficient arithmetic over these domains
limits their applicability (complex numbers have other disadvantages).
The field of rational numbers is attractive for implementation because it is simple
and arithmetic is closed over it. However, parameterizations may require irrational
numbers, and it is therefore not possible to guarantee exactness of the output.

8

Most applications don 't even use a field for comput,ations. The most comHlon

coefficient domain in applicati011S is a finite SP.t.

URIl1P.ly

the set of

f1oatin~

point

numbers in some base (3 with J.:-digit mantissas and e-digit exponents. Arithmetic
over this domain is

1I0t

closed.

For our domain of coefficients, we will use the field of rational numbers. (In any
implementatioll, the size of the rationaillumbers is grossly hounded by the size of the
main memory, so this is not technically speaking a field).
It is to be understood that each input and

01lt~)ut

coefficient will be a rational

number, and algebraic numbers will be approximated by rationals to

!iOll1e

precision.

All computations will take place in rational arithmetic. In the next chapter, we. will
deV(~lop

methods that will in some cases allow us to mea.ningfully decide how much

precision to use in computing a rational approximation to an algebraic number (as
opposed to using some arbitrary user-specified precision).
As a result of our analysis, we can reformulate the algorithms so that they are
stable and efficient (and in some cases simply formulas). Tbus given the size of the
input coefficients, and the size of the rational approximants, we call compute a bound
on the size of numerators and denominators of all rational numbers that need to be
lIsed in any ,amputation.
In fact, siIlCf'. our formulas only involve

inte~ral

operations (+,-. x),

Wf'.

mip;ht

even question the lIse of rational numbers in an implementation (some separate.
"black-box" technique is assumed to be available for computing approximations of
any given precision to an algebraic number). Rational llumber arithmetic involves
intep;er gcd operations to put rationals in canonical form. This is inefficient for large
integ-ers. A cheaper alternative is to use fixed point computatioll , where the size of all
lIullllH'~rs

is

~xf'd,

as is the (derimal or binary) point. If all input (fixed point) coeffi-

cients are taken to be exact, the error analyses will stand. Once again, the size of the
fixed point numbers can be bounded a-priori using the parameterization formulas.
There are thus various tradeoffs between the coefficient domains, which could form
the basis for future investigatiolls. We will from now on consider our algorithms as

operating in a finite precision arithmetic domain, in which all operations are carrit-'d
out without error or overHow, once the input coefficient precision and the precision
of algebraic number approximations is given.

:l.1.2

Computational Approach

Over a finite precision arithmetic domain 1 one can expect the output of the

Pi:L-

ranwterization algorithms to be almost always inexact. In a purely symbolic setting,
siKh a computation is incorrect and therefore useless. In a numerical setting, guide-

l:nes are necessary to determine whether such incorrect output is still

accp.ptablt~.

The

following characteristics of a numerical algorithm are desirable:
1. In the limit ca.<;e, when using unbounded precisioll 1 the output must lw exact.

2. Small perturbations in intermediate computations due to Ilumerical approximations should only lead to small perturbations in the output.
:3. The perturbations should not lead to global changes in the shape or properties
of the output curve or surface.
The last characteristic may be of more or less value depending 011 the context. For
instance. some parameterization algorithms have a choice of severa! mathematically
equivalent transformations to apply. When numerical approximations are used, some
choices lead to bigger topological changes than others. If parameterization is being
applied only because some small piece of the curve or surface is of interest, and the
output doesn't cbange much in tile locality of this piece, then the global changes will
not matter. On the other hallC1 1 there might be situations where global properties are
important and must lw

pre.s(~rved.

We reformulate parameterization algorithms to satisfy these: goals 1 based on the
approach described below. A by-product of this approach are succinct error formulas, which are IIseful both for implementation purposes and for gaining
understanding of the effects of errors.

g~ometric

10

The parameterization algorithms discussed here generate algebraic numbers from
the input

coefficien~s and

is (ronghly) a root

G'

use them ill subseqnent computations. An algebraic number

of some polynomial p(:c) (with rational coefficients), so lJ(a) = O.

In a finite precision domain,

expect that p( ii)
Now, if an

SOlIle

approximation a:::::::

Q:

is used. In general,

olle

can

cf O.

algoritlll~l

makes

110

assumptions about the value of a certain expres-

sion, a small perturbation in its value will generally not be harmful. However , if an

algorithm assullles an expression to be identically zero, a slight perturbation in its
value will invalidate this

~sumptioll.

(This prohlem is endemic in geometric compu-

tation and discussed at length in [:14, :3;1, 40, 58, 60, 80, 84 1 t07 1 116, 117). Although
our work relates to geometric computation, the specific process('$ employed here are
primarily algebraic in nature, and thus a different approach is required).
For illstance l an algorithm may need to translate a point

011

a plane curve to the

origin. Algebraically, this is doue by computing tbe coordinates of a point on the
curve l and applying a linear coordinate transformation to the algebraic equation of
the curve. Mathematically, the equation of the curve in the \lew coordinate system
must not contain a constant term since the equation must be satisfied by (0,0). If the
coordinates of the point wel'e calculated inexactly, however, the transformed curve
equation will still have. a constant term, albeit slllall in magnitude.
As another example, suppose all algorithm applies a transformation to cancel the
highest order term of an equation, but due to finite precision calculations, the new
equation actually only has a minute but nOll-zero highest order term. Then a symbolic
operation such as "calculate degree of polYllomial,'l which scans for the highest degree
non-zero term of a polynomial l will return a wrong answer.
A reasonable approach to PllS\lfP r:orrednpss would

h{~

to eli minate coefficients that

are lIvery small" with respect to the precision used. This requires some judgement by
the user or programmer: a wrong notion of llsmall" might eliminate terms that are
in fact valuable.

f

11

With this discussion in mind, we therefore settle

all

the foHowing procedure which

basically amounts to symbolically deleting frJlll a calculation certain qllantities tlplt.
must vanish.

1. Symbolically eliminate from all

intermedil'!~e

calculations (and output) all ex-

pressions that are known to vanish if exact arithmetic was used.
2. Whenever possible, derive closed form

expreS~Jons

for the output, in terms of

the input polynomial coefficients and certain numerical values r:alclllated from

tbelll. This

n~sllits

in simple, efficient algorithms.

'We focus throughout on the use of algebraic numbers, because they are the sole
source of errol' in our model. Due to the choice of arithmetic domain, once a finiteprer:ision rational approximation is made to an algehraic number (by tmncating the
algebraic nnmber at some precision), all subsequent arithmetic will be performed
exactly.
An algorithm

1S

reformulated by considering it as a "pipeline" of steps: each

step reads an input expression from a previous step, and sends an output expression
to a subsequent one. Treating algebraic numbers as indeterminate quantities, we
examine the input of each step and identify subexpressions that must mathematically
vanish in these indeterminates. These subexpressions are symbolically eliminated ,
leavinp; a reformulated output expression. The next step is then examined, with this
reformulated expression as input.
Using this analysis, we also compute, whenever possible, closed form expressiolls
for the entire output of the algorithm, in terms of the input coefficients, and certain
numbers computed directly from them.
We can apply this approach to several parameterization algorithms.
The expressions that are symbolicaUy eliminated in the reformulation are interpreted using the technique of backward error analysis, to derive very simple algebraic
characterizations of the error in the output. Later

all

it will be shown that these
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algebraic characterizations have equally simple geometric meanings, and some useful
applications.
Our goals are summarized below.
I. Reformulate parameterization algorithms so they can be effic.ier,tly and

l~o!Tectly

implemented ill finite precision arithmetic.
2. Avoid symbolic computation whenever possible.

:3. Derive symbolic expressions for the error

III

the finite precision verSIOIlS, and

investigate the uses of such formulas.

2.1.:3

Structure

In the rest of this chapter, we consider various parameterizable classes of algebraic
curves and surfaces: conic curves, quadric surfaces, rational cubic curves, and higherdegree monoidal curves and surfaces. For each class, a parameterization algorithm is
first described, and then analyzed for error.
The input curve or surface is always assumed to be irreducible.

1.2

Conic Curves
We consider the algorithm from

[1] for parameterizing plane curves of degree two,

i.e., conic sections. It begins by computing a point

011

the curve. In general, a line that

pas:,;t>s through this point will intersect the curve at OIle other point, since a conic
has two intersections with a line. Consider the one-parameter family or pencil of
lines through this point: each parameter value corresponds to one line, which in turn
intersf'cl.s the conic at two points, one of which is the fixed point whose coordinates are
knowll. The coordinates of the remaining point can be found as rational functions in
the parameter whose coefficients involve the coordinates of the fixed point: this gives
tbe rational parameterization of the conic. This algorithm is basically reformulated
to satisfy our goals.

1:3

2.2.1

Algorithm

'We consider

(:Ol1":CI:I

in homogeneolls form. Trli:-- .,:'ows the use of both projective

and affine transformations. Given the p.quation of a conic plane curve, parameter

functions for the curve are derived. The parameter functions are given as dosed form
formulas in a parameter t, the coefficients of the curve, and the coordinates of a point

on the ClIrve.
INPUT. An irredllcible muir. curve given by the quadratic equation

OUTPUT. Rational functions (:c(t),y(t)) of degree at most two, with

J(x(t), y(t)) =

o.

METHOD.
l. Homogenize the conic. This yields the homogeneous equation

If the X 2 , yi or W:l hmn is missing from the conic's equation, then it will be linear in the corresponding variable, and can be immediately parameterized. Com-

pute quadratic polynomials X(t), V(t), W(t) such that F(X(t), V(t), W(t)) = 0,
and go to step 4.
2. If all squared terms are present, apply a linear transformation that cancels one
of these terms. The transformations are described below.
:3. Parameterize the conic in the new r.oordinate system. This will give the coor-

dinates of a general point of the transformed curve as rational funr:tions of a
single parameter. The inverse transformation is then applied to this parameterization. Three quadratic polynomials X(t), Y(t), W(t) are derived such that
F(X(t), Y(t), W(t)) = O. Thus in general, a point on the curve will have pro-

jective coordinates (X(t), y(t), vV(t)) for some value of the parameter t.
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4. Returning to the affine domain, tilt" parameterization

fOT

the affine conic is then

given by the ratios of the above polynomials.

x( t)

.o£l<l

y(t)

Y(t)
W(t)

W(t)

(2.1 )

TRANSFORMATIONS. If all three squawd terms are present, then any olle of the
following three transformations may be
algorithm.

115£'(;

in step 2 of the conic parameterization

Given a point on the conic, a transformation is computed that maps

this point to a known point ill another coordinate system. In the new coordinate
system, the conic has a fixed parameterization that can be computed once and for all.

Applying the inverse transformation to this fixed parameterization yields the desired
parameter functions. In this reformulation of the algorithm, there is no computation
other than that of finding the coordinates of sOllle point on the conic.
• To cancel the X 2 term, use the transformation

y

eXt

W

dX,

+

(2.2)

Yt

+

W,

where (b,c,d) are the homogeneous coordinates of some point on the curve. This
transformation takes (b, e, d) to the point (1,0,0) in the new coordinate system.
For the transformation to be well-defined, b must be non-zero. Then, if d =f:. 0, tilE'.
transformation is affine; otherwise it is projective. Since proportional homogeneous
r:oordillates represent the same point, the restriction d =

a or

d = 1 is made. If

d = 0, then we also make a restriction b = 1 or c = 1; since b =f:. 0 is required fOf the
transformation to be well-defined, we will restrict b = 1 in this case.
Transfofming F yields a new conic curve with equation F I (Xl, Y1, W j

F(bX"cX I

+ YI,dX, + Wd

F(b, c, d)Xf

+ F,(X\, Y"

)

= 0, where

WI)

In the latter, the subexpressiotl F(b, c, d)X~ must vanish identically, so we only need
consider the parameterization of F 2 • This is a conic in X h Y1 and WI with no

Xl
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term:

F2 (X,.h

1./

II>

(alOd + 2a20C + an b)Xt yt + (2a oo d + (.lOL + am bj XI vVt +
a20~'l + alOYl W t + aoovV12
(2.:3 )

TlT \
I.

;,

The point (1,0,0) lies

Oll

the conic F2 = O. A one-parameter family of lines through

this point is given by the f'.qllation Yl = tWt . To

illters~et

this fUilli!y of lines with

F2 , we substitute this equation into F2 (X ll Yl,I¥,):
((llOri + 2a'lOc + au b)X, (t W, ) + (2a oo d
a20(tWt )2

+ (l1O(tWI )Wt + aOO W 12

vV1(((alOd

+ 2n20c + nub)t + (2n oo d + alOe + notb))Xt +

(a10t2

-

+ alOc + aOl b)Xt tV] +

+ alOt + aoo)Wd

0

The intersection l,VI = 0 corresponds to the fixed point (1,0,0); hence the other factor
corresponds to a general point of tbe curve. The other factor is a homogeneous linear
polynomial in X" vVt and hence F2 is immediately parameterized by the following
formulas:

X,(t)
Y, (t)

-(alOd + aub

+ 2n2oc)t2 -

(2a oo d + ao,b + alOc)t

W,{l)

-(alOd + allb + 2a20c)t - (2a oo ri + (lo,b + alOc)

(2.4 )

In this parameterizatioll for F2 , b, c, d are indeterminate: the parameterization
correct regardless of their specific values.

That is, even if F( b, c, d)

=f

IS

0 as was

a.'lsumed, this parameterization is still an exact parameterization for F2 • This is a
crucial point , and will allow us to calculate error expressions since we can always
assume F2 (X"

}~,

tVt ) = 0 exactly, even in finite precision.

Now, recall that (b, c, d) is a point on the curve F(X, Y, W)

= O.

Then F(b , c, ri)

=

0, and Ft(X t , Yl, \Vtl = F2 (X1 , yt, vVtl. Hence the parameterization (2.4) is also aile

IG

for Ft(X t , Yj, Wtl ::::: O. Applying the inverse linear transformation to this parameterization immediately yields olle for the original conic:

+ awl + aoo)
-((tlOd + all b + U20C)t2 - (2a oo d + aOl b)t + aooe
(t20dt'l - (nnb + 2a20c)t ~ (aoad + (lOtb + awe)

X(t)

b(a'lo{l

Y(t)
W(t)

(Vi)

o To camel the y2 term, the following transformation is applied, that maps the point

(b,c,d) tu (0,1,0).

x

x, +

bl'i

Y

cYj

W

elY;

+

W,

Again, we take (b,c,d) be the homogeneous coordinates of a point on the curve.
For the transformation to be well-defined, c must be nOll-zero. As befare, we makp.
the restriction that d = 0 or d = 1. If d = 0, then then we further

n~strict

Lines through the point (0,1,0) are given by the equation Xl = tWt

.

c = 1.
The r:om-

putations are symmetric to the first case. The final parameter formulas are given
below.
-(amd + allc + a02b){l - (2a oo d + alOe)t

X(t)
~'(t)

{'V(l)

_

+ aOll + aDo)
1I02dt2 - (allc + "2ao2v)t -

+ aoob

c(a 02 t'

(2.6)

(!toad + alOe + (Lolb)

• To cancel the W 2 term, the transformation below is applied.

x
Y
W
Let (v, c, d) be the homogeneous coordinates of a point

d =I

a is required for

011

the cnrve. III Lhis (:asc

the transformation to be well-defhw.d; hellcp', we restrict d = t.

Therefore this transformation is always affine: it is a translation. It translates the
affine point (v,c) to the affine origin (0,0).
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Lines through the origin are

I?;lven

by Y; = tX1 • The parameterization formulas

are as below:
X(t)

-(aJOd + a:lOC + an b)t 2 - (am d + 2a02b)t

Y(t)

(L1.obt2 - (alOd

W(t)

d(a20{1

We have now complete.d

~n

+ nOte

+ 2a20c)t + (aold + ane + a02b)

(2.7)

+ alIt + a02)

some detail the description of an algorithm to compute

the rational parameterization of conic curves. If exact arithmetic is to be used, it cloes
not matter greatly which of the above three transformations is applied. In practice,

that would be determined by the compntation of a point on the curve: a point at

infinity would lead to one of the first two transformations, a finite point would lead to
the third. However, in the context of finite precision arithmetic, we will later establish
a definite preference for the third.
Finally, we note that scaling the input polynomial J(:r;,y) by a constant doesn't
affect the correctness of the output parameter functions, since. all the coefficients

aij

appear linearly in both numerator and denominator.

2.2.2

Error Analysis

The only computation in the algorithm given above is to derive the coordinates of
a point on the input conic curV('. Once these coordinates are found, the parameterization is given as a closed form formula in terms of those numbers and the coefficients
of the input curve.
The coordinates of the point satisfy a polynomial equation (the implicit equation
of the curve), and hence are algebraic numbers.
The algorithm takes as input a curve given by the affine equation J(x, y) = 0, and
produces as output two rational functions (:r;(t),y(t)) that satisfy

f.

The functions

:/:(t.) and y(t) are specified in terms of algebraic numbers band c (the value d is
always either 0 or 1 exactly). When approximations band

c are

used in place of b

and c, the output of the algorithm will be rational parameter functions :i:(t) and jj(t)
such that J(x(t), jj(t))

=f

O. These rational parameter functions also correspond to

r
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some algebraic curve. We would like to find the implicit equatiOll of this new curw
and compare it to the original illput curve. This is the approach of backward error
analysis.
Wf': will state each such result as a lemma.
LEMMA 2.1 Let the first transformation above be used

III

computing the parame-

terization. Then the output parametric curve exactly satisfies the implicit equation
~"2

f(x, y) = (L1.oY

+ all:!:Y + (ao:.!

- o)x

2

+ ata]} + am:l: + aoo =

0

where the value {; is given by

f( b, 0)

if d = I

[,'l
(L:lOC

2

+ all C+ (Lo:.!

if d = 0

PROOF. The analysis begins by computing the value J(i(t), y(t)). Note that this
value must vanish when exact arithmetic is used, since every point on the output
(parametric) curve must be on the input (implicit) curve. However, ill the presence
of numerical approximations, it will be lion-zero, and can be found symbolically. This
value depelHls on which of the three coordinate transformations above was IIsed. Let

f(:c, y) =

a be

the equation of a conic curve, as before, and let F(X, Y, VV) be the

homogeneous [orm of

J.

The following relation betwf'.en a polynomial

and its homogeneous form F(X t , ... , Xu, W) will be Ilseful:

F(X t , ... , Xu, W)

W'
where W is the homogenizing variable.

J( X I, ... , X n )
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Suppose the algorithm computed

(h, c, d) as an approximation to

it

point

Oil

t!Jf'.

curve, and output approximate rational functions (i(t),y(t)). Compute f(x(t),y~l)):

n,(i),ii(i))

=

X(i) Y(i)
J(W(i)' W(i))
F(X(i), Y(i), fV(i))
_ W2(iJ
_
_
F(bX,(t.),cX,(i) + Yi(t),dX,(i)
W2(i)
F,(X,(i), Y,(i), W,(i))
W2(i)
F(b, c, d)X7( i)

by (2.1)
by (2.2.2)

_
+ W,(i))

+ F2 ( X, (i), Y, (i), I.j" (i))
fV2(i)

F(b, C, d)X;(i)

by (2.:3) and (2.4)

~V2(i)

F(b, C, d) X2 (i)
b2
W2(i)

F( b,~ c, d) x-2( t )

by (2.1)

b2

When d = I, F(b, c, d) = [(h, c). When d = 0, b = 1, and F(b,

c, d)

=

a20c2+allc+1l02.

Thus, when the algorithm uses the first transformation, J(i(t),iJ(t)) equals

J(~, c),2(i)

if d = 1

+ al1C+

if d = 0

b2

(n:.JOc-2

)-2()
a02 x
i

(2.8)

With the above in hand, we can now describe exactly what happens to the original
input. The algorithm starts with the implicit equation J(x,y) =
and produces as output the parametric equations (i(t),

c. 6

y(t))

aof acouie curve C,

of Ctllotllf'r conic r:urvP.

is all alg-ebraic curve, and its implicit equation is found below.

Le t Ii =

J(b,b c),
or =
2
(!

-2

a20C

+allc+a02,

depell d'mg on

f
'
WIlet IleI" tI
le trans
ormation

wa." affillP. or projective. Then by (2.8), f(i(t),y(t)) = 6X(t)2. This proves the lemma.

o
In the lemma, it was stated only that the output parameterization satisfied a
certain implicit equation. This does not imply that the two curves are ideutical. Since
every parametric curve corresponds to exactly one irreducible algebraic curve, (~ is
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either identical to the conic curve defined by the equation 1(:1:, y) = J(x, y) - 6x 2 = 0,
or shares one component with it. There is a polynomial in the coefficients of any
f:onir: (its discriminant) whose vanishing implies the conic degenerates to a pair of
lines. The coefficients

(L;w,

a02, aoo appear linearly in the discriminant of !(x,y), so

there is only one value ot the real number 5 that could cause this degeneracy, and it
is easily calculated.

Thus, the implicit equa~ion j(x,y) =

a given

above will almost always (with

probability olle) be the implicit equation of the output parametric curve.
Similar computations yidd the following results, stated without proof.
LEMMA 2.2 Let the second transformation above he lIsed in c.Dmputillg the parameterization. Then the output parametric curve exactly satisfies the implicit

(~quatiol1

where the value 8 is ,e;iven by

J(b,o)
c:.l
a:.lO

+ anb + aO:.lfP

if d =

j

if d = 0

o
LEMMA 2.3 Let the third transformation above be used in computing the parameterization. Then d = 1 always, and the output parametric curve exactly satisfies the
implicit equation

where the value 8 is given hy

o
Thus the algorithm computes exactly the parameterization of a perturbed input
curve. The input curve is perturbed in precisely one of the coefficients

a:.lO, aO:.l,

or
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aoo, depending on the transformation used. In each case a symbolic expression was
[oHnd for the perturbation

o.

We have assnmed that aU computations are carried Ollt in rational arithmetic. and
rational approximations were computed to certain algebraic Ilumbers. The error due
to the approximation is localized, as the value of the perturbation. The magnitude of
this perturbation approaches zero as the precisiuil of the approximation is increased
so that the. approximations approach the actual algelJl'aic numbers.
Finally, we note that the above results a,re independent of any rescaling of the
input equation by a non-zero constant. Such a

~calin.c;

does not change the pquation

of the curve. A glallce at the formulas for the perturbation 0 shows that <lilY rescaling
of the input equation will be accounted for ill 0 and hence in the perturbed output
equation.

_
'i.·.J

riC S
, ur f acps
Q uad'

The method of parameterizing a conic surface by intersecting it with lines through
a fixed point also carries over to quadric surfaces, i.e., algebraic snrfaces of degree two

[1]. In fact, the method generalizes to degree two hypersurfaces of any dimension,
since each line in a family of lines through a fixed point of thp. hypersurface will
illtf'rsf'd the hypersurfacf' at prf'cisdy one other point

[14].

While the parametf'rization algorithm gelleraliu'.s ill a straightforward way, olle
subtlety arises in the analysis. In the case of curves, the output parameter functions
were: of df'grf'e two. Even if some error was incurred due to the use of approximatiolls,
we could be confident that tile corresponding algebraic

CUfVP.

was a conic, since a

second degree parametric curve corresponds to a second degree implicit

CllfV(~.

Not so with parametric surfaces. A surface given by rational parameter functions
of degree n corresponds to an algebraic surface whose implicit equation can be uf
a degree as high as n 2 . The output of the quadric parameterization algorithm is a
rational surfacf' given by (bivariate) parameter functions of degree two. If the output
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IS

not exact, one might reasonably question whether the corresponding ttl,!!;ebraic

surface is actnally r.ubic or quartic.
Om analysis enables us to prove that even when the output is approximate, the
correspondin,!!; al,!!;ebraic surface is always a quadric. This information would not. be
valuable if only a small piece of the surface was of interest, and the actuai output
surface doesn't differ much locally compared to the input surface. However, in some
applications it may be important for the output surface to remain quadric, since the
application may wish to take advantage of special properties of quadrics.

2.:3.1

Algorithm

The exposition here is brief clue to the similarity to the conic case. Homogeneous
quadrics are considered as before, to allow affine or projective transformations. Given
the (·quation of a quadric surfar.e, parameter functions of degree at most two are
derived, as closed form formulas in a parameter t, the coefficients of the curve, and
the coordinates of a point on the curve.
INPUT. An irreducible quadric surface given by the quadratic equation

OUTPUT. Quadrati, hival'iatf' rational functions

(:r.(.~, t.),

y(.<;, I.), =(.~, t))

that satisfy !(,,(,<, t), y(.<, t),=(,<, ill = 0,

METHOD,

t. Homogenize the quadric. This yields the homogeneous
F(X,Y, W)

o

(~quatiol1

,,

If the X 2 , y 2 ,
will

b':.~

Z2

or W 2 term is missing from the conic's equation: then it

linear in t.he corresponding variable, 'lud can be immediately parameter-

ized. Compute quadratic polynomials X(.s:, t), Y(.5, t), Z(s, t), W(.5, t) such that
F(X(s, i), Y(", i), Z(", i), W(." i)) = O.

2. If all squared terms are present, apply a linear transformation that cancels one
of these terms. The transformations are described below.
..
(
X(s,i)
;3. Dehomogenize the parametenzatlon by x .5,t) =
(
)' etc.

,,r

W,'>,t

[

TRANSFORMATIONS. A coordinate transformation is applied that cancels one of
the sqnared terms. As in the ..onie case, a quadric without a squared term in some
variable must contain the point at infinity along the axis corresponding to that variable. For instance, a curve without the X 2 term will contain the point at infinity along
the X axis, namely (1,0,0,0). Givp.n a point on the curve, a transformation call be
constructed that will map it to a special point, namely one of (1,0,0,0), (0,1,0,0),

(0,0,1,0), or (0,0,0,1).
To cancel the X 2 term, use the transformation

Y
Y

W

+

(2.9)

Z,

+

W,

where now (a, b, c, cl) are the homogeneous coordinates of some point on the curve.
This transformation takes (a,b,c,d) to the point (1,0,0,0) in the new coordinate
syste.m.
Par the transformation to be well-defined, a must be non-zero.

As before, we

make additional restrictions to assure unique values for the coordinates of a point.
First, restrict eitber d = 0 or d = 1. If d ::::: 0, restrict a
well-defined.

= 1 so

the transformation is
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Transforming F yields a new quadric s'.lrfac:e with equation F I(Xl, 11, ZI, vV.) = 0,
where

F(aX.,bX 1 + YI1CXl

F(a,b,c,djXf
and

F2

+ Zl,dX l + VV1 )

(2.10)

+ F,(Xt, Yi, Zt, WI!

is a conic in Xl, YI and WI with no Xf term. Til the latter efjUatioll, the

subexpression F( a, b, c, d)Xf must vanish

ide_~ltically,

so only the fjuadric F2 needs to

be parameterized.
Now F2 = 0 is a quadric r:ontaining the point (1,0,0,0); intersect the quadric
with lines from a two-parameter family through this point. Such lines are given by
efjuations Yl = sWl , Zl = tWl . These equations can be substituted into the equation

F2 = 0, to yield an equation with two factors: one corresponding to vVl = 0 and the
other a homogeneous linear polynomial in XI, 1,Vb which can be solved for as polynomials in t. This, coupled with the line equations

aboVf~,

yield a parameterization

for a general point on F2(X1 ,YI ,Zl,Wl ) = O. Since F(a,b,c,d) = 0, by (2.10) it
follows this is also a parameterization for the transformed c.urve F l =

o.

Then the

parameterization is transformed by the coordinate transformation (2.9) to yield one
for the original quadric. The parameter formulas for the original surface are:

,+

)
+ alOot + a020-"'
+ aOlOs
+ aooo

X(s,t)

a (a200t

Y(8, t)

([200M2 - (alood + 2a200c + aalOl ).<;t

Z(s, t)

(aolOd + ([110C + a 020 b + aa011)s2 - (2a ooo d + ([Ioue + aaOOl)'<; + aooob
-( ([loud + a200c + ([llUb + ([([tal )t 2 - (aolod + 2a020b + aa011 ).<;t-

allO.<;t

(2a ooo d + aOlob + aao01)t + a020cs2
W(.<,t)

+ ([o2ud.<;2 + (([Ilud.<; -(alloc + 2a020b + aa011)'<; -

a2oodt2

+ alOobt-

+ amoCS + aoooc

2a200c - a110b - ([alOl)t+
(([oood + ([100C + amob + aaood
(2.11)

Similar formulas result when one of the other squared terms is eliminated instead
of X·l . 'When the W 2 term is eliminated, the transformation is always afTIne, so d = 1
is always true. It corresponds to translating the affine point (a,b,c) to the origin.
Since the parameterization in this latter case has certain attractive features, as will

be shown later, we give the formulas for this case also:

Y(8, t)
(alDDd

Z(.', I)

+ 2a2DDC + (LaIDl ),~t + alDI ht -

- ( awod
- ((tOOl

(aDDld

+ alDIC + 2aflnrn)S + (l002b

+ (l200C + (lIWU + aaWI)t 2 + (1020CS 2 -

(l

(

aOlfJd

+ 2(102Uh + (t(tOll ).<:t

+ (lOll b + 2aa002)t + (lOll C.<: + (l002C

W(8, I.) =
From the polynomial parameterization of the projective quadric, the rational parameterization
X(,~, t),

2.:1.2

(;r(sll),Y(S,t),w(.~,t)) of

the affine quadric is achieved by dividiu?;

Y(8, t) and Z(s, t) by the common denominator I'V(s, I.).

Error Analysis

As before, the only r:omputation in the algorithm given above is to derive the
coordinates of a point on the input quadric: once this is known, dosed form formulas
give a rational parameterization of the quadric. The coordinates of the point are
algebraic numbers that may have to be approximated.
When an approximation (ii,b,c,d) is used for the point

Oil

the quadric, three

approximate rational functions (i(s, t), y(s, t), =(s, t)) are output (computed from the
corresponding projective parameterization). 'We would like to find what algebraic
surface these rational functions correspond to, and compare it to the original algebraic
surface.
LEMM A 2.4 SUPPo!'OP. the transformation cancelling the X 2 term was applied. Tben
the output parametric surface exactly satisfies the implicit equation

fc"y,z)

(t200Z
(two':

o

2

+ a020Y 2 + (a002 -

o)x

+ (lOlOY + (lOOlX + aOOO

2

+ (lnoZY + (lWIZX + (lOl1YX +
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where the value 8 is given by

J( ii, b, ;.\

jf d = 1

(t 1

b
c'
n:.!Oo
+ cano

+ caWl + b' (l020 + bnOll + (lOOl

if d = 0

P ROO~. We begin by computing the value f(x(.<;, i), y(.<;, i), z(.~, i)). This depends on
the specific coordinate transformation used. Suppose the transformation cancelling

the X 2 term was used. Then the computation is as before:

))
f( X('" t) Y(8, t) Z('" t) )
f( x-( ~~,l.) ,y-( .'~,l ) ,z(s,l
=
1 'W()
W(." t) W(8, t) t $, t
P(X(." t), Y(." t), Z(8, t), fV(." t))

,V'('"

t)

F(aX,(."t),bX,(."t)
0', (X, ($, t),

Yj ('"

+ j',(8,t),eX,($,t) + Z,(8.t),dX,(."t) + \·V,(."t))
W'(." t)

t), Z, (", t), ,V, (." t))

W'(s, tl
F( ii, b, C, d)X;(8, t)

+ F,( X, (s, t), Y, ($, t), Z, (s, t), ,V, ('"

t))

W'(8, t)

= F(ii,b,c,d)X;(8,t)
W'($, t)

= F(ii,b,c,d) ~'($,t) = P(ii,b,c,d)x'(s,i)
ii'

W'(8, t)

ii'

When d = 1, F(a,b,c,d) = f(ii,b,c). When d = 0,
e2a200

+ benI10 + calOl + 1iao2o+ ba011 + (tOOl'

t rallsformatioll. J( i( ,c; ~

(L

Thus, when the algorithm uses the first

t), Ji( ,c;. t), =( 8, t)) eq uals
f( ii:~, c) "'(8, i)

if d = 1

a

2

(c a:.wo

= 1, and F(a,bJ~ld)

+ beano + calO\ + &2 a020 + baOll + aoo:.di (.s, t)
2

(2.12)

if d = 0

As in the conic case, we can now see that the output parametric surface correspOllds to an algebraic surface that is quadratic. Suppose the transformation can-

celling X 2 was used. Then every point (i(s,t),y(s,t),z(s,t)) of the output parameterization satisfies the equation

n'($, i), Y($, t), =($, i))

= 8,,'(s, t)

where the number 6 is the appropriate coefficient of i 2 (o5, t) ill the equations (2.12).

o
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As for conics, there is one value of Ii for which the above quadric degenerates into
a pair of planes, in which case the output parameterization will

parameteriz(~ allf'.

of

those planes.
The results are similar for the transformations f'liminating y:l and Zl. vVIlP.n W:l
is cancelled, the result is

f(x(.<, t), jj(s, I), z(.<, t))

f(ii,

b, 0)

(2.t;J)

Each of the other transfNmations will yield an output quadric that corresponds
to

IH~rtnrbation

of the original quadr;c. The perturbation will depend ou the trans-

formation used, and will be ill the coefficient of the variable eliminated. In the case
of eliminating IV:l, the perturbation will be in the aooo coefficient by Ii = !(a,bJ.).
Once again the results are unchanged if the input equation is scaled by a non-zero
constant.

2.4

Singular Cubic Curves
Given the equation of a cubic plane curve, parameter functions for the curve are

derived (2]. Singular cubics are also addressed in the section on monoid curves. In
this section, we adapt the algorithm to our method, and analyse its use of algebraic
\Iumhers. The analysis enablps us 1.0 point out

iL

deficiency of this technique for

singular cubics, especially if numerical approximations to algebraic numbers are used.
We will conclude by prescribing the monoid parameterization algorithm for this case.
The parameter functions could be given as dosed form formulas in the parameter

t, the coefficients of the curve, and certain other numbers. These expressions are
ullwieldy, and instead we show how they can be derived. The derivation assumes
exact arithmetic, and a subsequent analysis reveals the error in the output. when
approximations are made. Our description of the algorithm is
error analysis, but it follows [2] in the essentials.

tailon~d

to suit the
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2.4.1

Al,e;orithm

INPU':'. :\ cubic plane

curv~

giveu by the cubic equation

o
OUTPUT. Rational functions (:c(t), y(t)) of de,e;ree at most f01L7, such that

f(x(t),y(t)) =

r

o.

METHOD. As in the conic case, the curve is transformed into a. biratioLlally equivalent
one that is readily parameterizable. Several birational transformations are used. The
steps are detailed below. If the cubic has a zero x 3 or

y3

term, the first step call be

omitted. If both are present, then the first step below cancels

y3, and the steps that

follow assume that. The x J term could just as well be cancelled: the computation is
symmetric.
I. Apply a. transformation that removes the yJ term of

f.

This can be done via

the lillear transformation
x
Y

(2.14 )
YI

When applied to the cubic equation J(x,y);:::: 0, this yields a new cnbic curve
with equation JI(:tI,VI) = 0, in which

f( Xl

+ qy" yd

L(q)y;

(2.10)

+ f,(X"Yd

where L(q) = a03q3+aI2q2+a2tq+a30. Choose q to be a root of L, i.e. L(q) = O.
Then Jl(:rj,yd = J2(xt,yd because the sub~xpression L(q)YT must vanish; we
only consider parameterizing the curve with equation h(:rt,Yt) = O.
2. Parameterize the cubic curve with equation J2(Xt, YI) = 0, which has no yi
term. In order to do this,

h

is transformed into a quadratic.

h

is of the form
(2.16)
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where 9],91.,93 have degrees equal to their subscripts. TIlP. discriminant of 11.
(with respect to

vd

is sin1ply Q4(Xt) = 91.(Xt}1. - 491 (:1.:1)93(xd·

The rO'Jts

of the discriminant are projections of the extreme and singular points of the
curve, in the direction of the y\-axis, hence if the curve has a singular point, the
discriminant will have a multiple root. By performing the following substitution

(2.1 i)
we have
4g1 h

-

+ 4g 91.V\ + 49 9:3
(2g 1 YI + g,)' - (g; - 4g l g3 )

4giyf

1

f

1

(2.18)

2

V1. - 94

Note that g'l(xd is a polynomial in

Xl

of degree at most four. The curve is

singular (and hence rational) if and only if 94 (;rd has a multiple root. This
repeated root can be real or complex; only the real case is considered here.
Now for any number

1",

expand the polynomial g4(Xt} in a Taylor series at

1'.

Then

The terms of order higher than 4 are identically zero, 94 being a polynomial of
degree 4. Collecting coefficients of (Xl _1')1. yields

(2.19)
where q1.(xt) is of degree two. Now apply the substitution

(2.20)
together with (2.19) into the right-hand side of (2.16); this leads to
491f1

vi - 94(xd
(YS - q,(xJl)(XI - ,.)' + 9;(IXCI - 1
0

/,(X"Y3)

)

+ 9,(1')

(2.21)

;JO

Choose. 7" to be. a :nultiple root of g,,(xd: then 94(1") = 9~(1') = 0, and the
subexpresslon .t;~(7')(Xl - 1')

+ 94(1")

must vanish. Tllerefore h(xt.y:Jl = (y~

Q2(xd)(Xl _1·)1. This suggests that to parameterize h(:l:J,Y3), we

(~an

simply

parameterize the curve with equation C(XllY3) = Y.~ - (/2(xd = O. This curve
is a conic since Q2(Xt) is of degree two.
;1. Parameterize the conic with equation C(XI, Y3) =

a using

the methods of tllP.

Thi;: yields a pair of rational functions (:CI(t), Ya(t)) such

previous section.

that C(Xt(t),Y3(t)) = O. Then apply transformations (2.20), (2.17),(2.14) in
reverse to find a pair of rational functions (:c(t),y(t)) that parameterize the
input curve. These rational flluctions will have a common denominator, with
degree of numerators and denominator not exceeding four.

2.4.2

Error Analysis

By carefully counting the degrees of various polynomials in the algorithm and performing some simple calculations, we can verify that the numerator and denominator
uf the output rational functions can be of degree four. However, if exact arithmetic
is used, the output curve still corresponds to the input cubic, and not to a quartic
curve. Therefore, the numerators and common denominator of the rational functions
must have a root in common. This root must be eliminated by dividing out the corresponding linear fador, but computing this factor exactly is problematic (see [56]
for a supporting example). However, it might be possible to approximate this factor
cheaply.
The wbic parameterization calls for computing a root q of the cubic: polynomial

£(q), a multiple root

l'

of the quartic polynomial 94(:1:1), and a parameterization

(:I:I(l),Y3(t)) of the conic with equation C(XI,Y:J) = O. Assuming the third conic
transformation of the previous section was used, a pair of algebraic numbers (b, c)
need to be computed.

:ll

If all computations were exact, i.e.

L(q)

= .£J.l(1') =

C(:l:1(t)'Y3(1))

= 0, then

ii, 1~

the output will be correct. However, olle may Heed to use approximations
(:l:~1 (I),

and

!i'3( t)), which will lead to an approximate output parameterization (;i;( t), ii( t)).

Tn this case oue must measure the error incurred.

Once again. a backward error

analysis will be performed, beginning with back-substitution.
LEMMA 2.5 The output parameterization will satisfy the implicit equation

J(x, 11) _ (L( ii)Y.1

f(x,y)

+ C(b, G)C' - iiy -

,C)' 1- g;(

"!( x -

iiy - ,C)

+ g, ("))

49 1 (:c-qy)

o
PROOf'. Given the approximate output parameterization (i(l), y(l)), we

COtllput(~

f(x(t.), y(t)). The subscript (t) is dropped for convenience.
by (2.14)
~

J,(x"YJ!
L(ii)yf + J,(x"y,) by (2.15)

Continuing,

by (2.17)

by (2.18)
by (2.19)

transformation was used to parameterize C I it follows tbat there is a point

(b, c) such

that (;(",(1), Y.1(t)) ~ C(b, e). Therefore,
-).

<, + (if,' - q,C'-,) )(i', -

J(
",)
ii ~ L( q y,

L( -) -.1
q y'

+ g,U)

91 XI

-)-'

L ( q y,

,C)' + g~ (,')(x, - ,C)
4 (. - )

+

+

C(b,e)(i', -r)'+9;(")(x,-")+9'(")

C(b, e)(" - iiii -

491 (.Xl
-)

"l' + 9;U)(" 491 (-X

-

--)
qy

iiii -

"l + g4(")
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This proves the lemma. 0

If the values

q,i\b,c are

f'.xaet, then L(ij) = 94(1-:) = g~(n =

C:(b, c)

= O. and it IS

dear that the parametric ontput curve coincides with tbe implicit input

(:Ufve.

However, if the values an~ not exact, the output curve differs from t1w input curve.
The coefficient perturbations are. now present ill lllallY terms, not just one. The factor
91 (:r - ijy) in the denominator may be linear, so according to the analysis
curve. may even be quartic.

tb:.~

odput

In this case, numerical perturbations will cause the

numerators and denominator of the rational functions not to have a common linear
factor, as explained earlier, and the curve will indeed have degree four

paratllz~tric

t>quatiolls and thus be quartic.

This Illay or lllay not he desirable, depending on whether an approxiulation is
interested only in a small piece of a curve, or whether the entire curve

i~

to he

used in some future computation. If it is important, one could try to eliminate the
"approximate" common factor by numerically computing roots of numerators and
denominators and then choosing those that match best. This approach is reasonable
because it is known beforehand that this "approximate" COlllillon factor exists.

2.5

Planar Monoid Curves
The method of parameterizing a curve by intersecting it with lines through a fixed

point is applicable to any curve which has a point such that most lines through this
point intersect the curve at only one other point. Such curves are called monoids.
A rational cubic curve is the lowest-degree non-trivial monoid, since it has a double
point (conics are trivially Illonoids by the above definition). Lines through the double
point will intersect the cubic at one other point, whose coordinates can be found,
giving a rational parameterization of the cubic.
A monoid Cllfve given by an equation [(x, y) = 0 of degree n will always have a
point of multiplicity n - 1 [II1]. This will be the only multiple point: if there was
another (of any multiplicity> 1), a line through these two points will intersect the

:l:l

curve

111

more than n points, counting intersection multiplicities, and thus violate

Bezout's theol'em.

2.!l.1

Algorithm

The Illultiple point on the monoid curve can be found by equating to zero all
partial derivativl':'; 0; f(x, y) up to the (n - 2)'lld order, since they must all vanish
at this point. The multiple point can be either at finite distances or at infinity, so
the system of equatic.oIls above must be homogenized with a variable 111, a solution
with W =

a correspc..llding

to a llluitiple point at infinity. All the details llf'low are

straightforward ill the projective case, so we only consider the affine curve.

For the rest

or this section, ill all sums with indices i,j, we assume i,j 2: o.

INPUT. A plane monoid curve of degree n given by the equation
!(:r:,y) =

L"

ajjxiyj =

a

i+i=O

OUTPUT. Rational (unction, (x(t), y(t)) of degree at 1110,t n, with [(x(t), y(t)) = O.

METHOD.
t. Compute tlw coordinates of the multiple point.

2. Translate the curve so this point is at the origin.
:3. Parameterize the curve in the new coordinate system, and translate back to the
original coordinate system.
Let (b,c) be the coordinates of the multiple point computed ill the first step. The
translation taking this point to the origin is

Y

YI

+c

(2.22)

In the new coordinate system, the curve has equation fl (;l:I, YI) = f(Xl +b, YI+C) =
O. Expanding

II (;l:t. yd

in a Taylor seri(;s at (x I, yl ) = (0,0) and using the ch'Lin rule

yields

,,
where h(;el l yd is a polynomial with no terms of degree lower than n - 1. The first
expression of tbe right hand side of the last equation above must vanish, since all tbe
partials of

f

up to the (n - 2)'nd vanish at (b, c).

Hence we seek a parameterization of the curve with equation h(Xi, yd = O. This
curve is of degree n with a point of multiplicity n - 1 at the origin, and so lines
through the origin intersect it at exactly aile other point. Intersecting it with lines
YI =

tXI

through the origin, we find that

],(x" ty,) =

"

I:
i

The factor x;t-I corresponds to the intersection at the origin. The other can be solved
for as

and of course, YI =

tXI'

At this point, ;1:1 and YI are rational functions with common

denominator and degree at most n. They are an exact rational parameterization of

To find the parameterization in the original coordinate system,

\"~

transform back

lIsing (2.22):
x

=

Xl

1 ii+; J

+b
.

- ..L -i!)·Ja';c·Jy
. iJ' (b, e)t' + b.L.
'+J=71-1

I+J='L

Y

Yl

1 iJi+; J

-t

I iJi+; J

.

~r
'I iJ' iJ (b, c)t'
1..) • . ';r;.Jy

(2,2:3)

+C
'

1 iJi+; J

'

L -,-,
,. " (b,c)t'+e , L. -,-,
" " (b,c)t'
"
z!]! iJ';ca 3y
7.!]! iJ'XdJ11
' + 3 = n .1

'+J=II-1

L

..

iJi+; J
.
~I'liJ'
iJ' (b,c)t'
z.]. 'X Jy
I

'+3="

Therefore, rational functions (x(t), y(t)) are- fOHnd that rationally parameterize
the monoid J(x,y) =

o.

While the expressions are not in closed form, they could lw

pasily so written for any given

1L.

Their degree in numerator and denominator is at

most n.
Error Analysis
Suppose approximations (b: c) are Ilsed for tbe singular point (b: c). Then the
output parameterization will be approximate rational functions (:i:(t), YU)).
LEMMA 2.6 The approximate output curve satisfies tbe implicit equation

1 ai + J _
_.
.
L
DiJ iJ (b,cK,-b)'(y-c)'
i+j=O 1..). 'x Jy
71-2

h"y)

J(x,y)-

j

0

PROOf'. We compute the implicit equation of the approximate output curve, in the
usual manner.

J(i(t),Y(t))

f

:l6

~

j
~ "7J7j

,+j=O

l.).

,,-2

1

L: ""
to).

'+j=O

iJi+i I

iJi iJj
X

]I

(b -).- i
,C

-

i

Xl Yl

d'Ti f _
_.
.
iJi iJi (b, 0)'" - b)'(ij - OJ'
.1:
Y

Al?/tin the crucial step is the second: we have used the fact that the parameterization formula~;.[or f2(Xt,yd are exact for all (b,c). This proves the lemma. D

2.6

Mcnoidal Surfaces
A lll'lIlOidal surface of degree. n has 011 it a point of multiplicity n - 1. That is,

most lines through this point intersect the surface n - 1 times at that point, and once
elsewhere. Unlike the curve r.ase, a surface can have more than one such multiple
point, but a bounded number. For instance, a cubic surface or cllbicoid may have lip
to four double points. A line through two of these four points will tIlP.u lie entirely

on the surface.

:2.6.1

Algorithm

MOlloidal surfaces are obviously rational since their rational parameterization can
lw. derived ill a manner similar to that for monoid curves, by intersecting tlwm with
it

two-parameter family of lines throllp;h the special point. Oncf'. a,e;ain, a degrf'P

11

surface will intersect each line at aile other point, whose coordinates call then be
calculated.
For the rest of this section, in all sums with indices ij, 1.:, we assume i,i, I.:

2:

0, We

omit the intermediate calculations and show tile, output parameterization expressions.

INPUT. A monoidal surface of degree

J(x,y,z) =

It

given by the equation

"

'"'

.. k
LJ Uijl;x'yJ
Z " =0
;+j+l.:=o

OUTPUT. Rational functions (:1:(8, t),y(,~, t), '::(8, t)) of degree at most

I( x(." t), y( s, t), w(s, t)) = O.
METHOD.

It,

such that

:l7

1. Compute the coordinates of the multiple point.

2. Translate the surface so this

lh11l't

is at tllP. origin.

:3. Parameterize the surface in the new coordinate system, and translate hack to

the original coordinate system.
Let the coordinates of the multiple point be (a, b, c). To parameterize the surface
III

the new coordinate system

XI dill Zl

where this multiple point is at the origin, it

is intersected with the two-parameter family of lines given by the equations VI =
8Xt,=t

= b:,. The parameterizations are then given by

XI (", t)
l-Vt 8, I

.X.",(s""t,,-) F(." t) Z(s, t) )
,
,
where X, Y, Z, Ware
(=

Then (x(s, t), y(s, t), z(s, t))

W(s,t) W(",t) W(s,t)

the polynomials given below.

Xh t )

X I (." t)

Fh t)

.,X,(s,t)

+ oW,(s,t)

Z(s, t)

tX I ('" t)

+ OWl h

W(." t)

WI(s, t)

+ "WI (."

t)

t)

These rational functions (x(.q, t), y( s, t), z( s, t)) are of degree n and rationally parameterize the monoidal surface !(x,y,z)

=:

O. 'While the expressions are not in

dosed form. they could be easily so writtp.n for any given n.
2.0.2

Error Analysis

Suppose approximations (ii,

b, c)

are used for the singular point (a, b, e)i then the

ontput parameterization will be approximate. We state the following without proof:
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LEMMA 2.7 The approximate output surface satisfies the implicit equation

-

... )
J\ ,.c , II'
~

o
o
2.7

Summary
In this chapter, the problem of rational parameterizil.tion of low-degree implicit

curves and smfar.es
(~xact

\Va..o;; f'XitmilH'd.

'We invf!stigated thes(·. algorithms, that assunw

arithmetic, when they operate over a practical finite precision domain. Then

We'

showed how to structure the algorithms so that they can be efficiently implemel1ted

ill finite precision arithmetic. Using

it

step-by-step analysis, the algorithms wPore

systematically reformulated. The restructured algorithms are highly efficient ill that
the only calculation they require are polynomial root-solving, followed by integral
operations (i.e.

+, x, -)

in the finite numerical domain. No polynomial or rational

function manipulation is required, as in the original algorithms.
Using hack ward error analysis, we derived precise algebraic characterizations of
the error in the approximate output. These error formulas isolate the error due to
the approximation of algebraic numbers by rationals.
One issue we have not disclIssed so far is how to compntel1lonoidal points. The direct way by solving a system of non-linear equations is not an easy problem, although
some progress is being made [40, 77]. In the next chapter, we show that monoidal
points of curves have rational coordinates and give a way of compnl.ing them exac:tly.
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:l. APPLICATIONS OF ERROR ANALYSIS

:3.1

Introduction
In the prevIous chapter, we formulated parameterization algorithms to work in

finite precision domains, and also derived in each case simple algebraic characterizations of the error due to the use of rational approximations to algebraic numbers.
A major difference between our parameterization algorithms and the previous approaches is the amenability to error analysis.
We now consider how the algebraic error formulae might be put to use. First, Llw
error analysis is applied to describe the perturbed output geometrically. Next, it is
used to derive geometric error bounds for conic and quadric parameterizations.

Finally, a natural question that arises in the context of error analysis is, "wllf'.n
can error be avoided?" That is, are there classes of curves and surfaces which can,
in theory, be exactly parameterized using only integral or rational operations on the
coerficieuts ·r While avoiding a long detour into the theory of Diophantine equations.
we ,l\lswer the laUe!' question ill the alfirmative.

:3.2

Geometric Interpn>:tatioll of Error
The parameterization algorithms must produce an output curve (or surface) iden-

tical to the input. When approximations are used, this will not happen. Ordinarily
it would be hard to geometrically compare the output (parametric) curve with the
input (implicit) curve.
However, we have shown how to calculate the implicit equation of the output
parametric. In this section, this information is used to derive SOllle simple and elegant

geometric properties of the approximate output, that will provide some insight into
the parameterizat:oll proc:ess_
Recall that in all the parameterization algorithms above except the one for singular
cubics, the only computation was finding a point on the input curve or

sllffaCf~.

The

basic result of this section is that the approximate point computed lies exactly on the
approximate Olitput ('un,-e or surface.
For lllonoids, the point satisfied additional conditions. We shall show that the
approximate output

cur'''''~s

are also monoids, whose monoidal point is exactly the

r

approximate point.
Besides providing geometric: insight into parameterization, t11ese rpsults clarify OtlP.
important issue. In recent literature addressing the numerical behavior of implicitly
defined algebraic curves and surfaces [:19), the authors show that slight perturbations
in the coefficients of an implicit curve can destroy any singularities it may have. Noting that rational parameterization algorithms (such as the monoid parameterizatiolls)
explicitly compute such singularities, they warn that this procedure is "fraught with
danger in the context of imprecise arithmetic."
The results of this section, particularly regarding mOlloids, wiU show that our
reformulated algorithms are numerically stable ill this aspect.

. :3.2.1

Conics

FACT :3.1 Let F(X, Y, W) = 0 be the homogeneous implicit equation of a conic. Let

(b, c, d) be a point

011

the curve, which is approximated by a point (b, c, d) in the conic

parameterization algorithm, giving as output a parametric curve whose homogeneous
implicit equation is F(X, Y, W) =

o.

Then

F(b,c,eL) = 0
Thus, F(b, c, eL) = 0 and F(b, c, eL) = O.
PROOF. We use the lemmas proved in the algebraic error analysis of the previolls
chapter. Although the fact above is stated to aHow projective transformations, we

L

41

only prove. it for the affine case with curves given by J(:c,y) = O,J(:/:,Y) = O. The
projective case is similar. Suppose the

flr~t

transformation was llsed ill the cO'lie

parameterization algorithm, and d = ( (i.e. it was affine). Then by lemma (2.1), the
output parametric curve is given by

J(:r"

y) =

(L20Y

,

,
+ allxy + (f(b,o))
ao:.! h1. :r: + (LlOY + a01X + aoo =

0

Then

f(x,y) -

j(b,o)

f( b, 0) _

f(b, oj ,
;"

x

f(b, oj b'
b2

o
The other cases of the algorithm can be enumerated, affine and projective. The fact

follows from applying the appropriate lemmas of the last chapter. 0
:3.2.2

Quadrics

We state the above result for quadrics, without proof.

FACT ;3.2 Let F(X, Y, Z, {V) = 0 be the homogeneous implicit equation of a quadric.
Let (n, b, c, d) he a point on the surface. which is approximated by a point (it,

h, c, el)

the quadrir parameterization alp;orithm , giving as output a parametric surface

ill

wbos~

homogeneous implicit equation is F(X, Y, Z, W) ::::; O. Then

F(a , b,0, el)
Thus, F( a, b, c, d) ::::;

= 0

a and F( ii, h, c, eL) ::::; O.

o
;3.2.:3

Monoid Curves

For monoid curves, the point chosen by the parameterization algorithm is a special one, satisfying more equations than just the curve's. Vve shall show that the
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Figure ;tl Numerical stability in monoid parameterizatiolls

output parametric curve also has such a special point, and then discuss the t:!;eometric
situation in some detail, Ilsing the special case of singular cubics

a.<;

an illustration.

FACT ;3.:3 Let f(x , Y) = 0 be the implicit equation of a monoid of de.e;ree n , and (b, c)
the caordinatef. of its (n - I)-fold multiple point. Let this point be approximated by

(b, c)

in the monoid parameterization algorithm, giving as output a parametric curve

whose implicit eq . m tion is J(;r,y) = O. Then

(b,c)

is an (n-l)-fold point of the cnrve

j(., y) = o.
PROOF. To prove that a point is a k-fold point of a curve, we must show that most
lines through the point intersect the curve k times at that point. By lemma (2.6),
the output curve (-'<[uation is j(;r;,y) = 0 where
-

l a+i J ~
~ .
.
L
"TiOi'Oi (b,c)C,-b)'(y-c)'
i+i=O l.J. .r y
i

,,-:.!

[(.,y) = [(.,y)-

(b,c):
ai +i J ~

Expand J(x,y) in a Taylor around (x,y) =
II

L "Ti I)i, Oi (b,G)(. i+i=ol.J. x Y
"
1 ai +i J -

[(.,y)

=> je"y)
Now lines through

1

then

'"'
L

_.

.

b)'(y - G)'

-,

-

'-"'1) I) (b,GK,-b)'(Y-G)'
i+i=,,-I '.). 'x ]'y

(h, c:)

are given in parametric form by

:t:

= t

+ iI, Y =

mt + c, for

al11H. Substitntinp; in j(:/;,y) = 0 yields a polynomial in t of degref' n; the roob; of
this polynomial correspond to intersections of a line with the curve.

j(t + b, mt + G)

=

I Oi+i [ _
_
_,
,
'-"'1)' I) (b,c)((t+b)-b)'((mt+c)-c)'
i+i=II-1 '-). 'x ]y
I I)i+i [ _
,
.
"
'-"'1) I) (b,c)(t)'(mt),
i+i=71-1 '-). 'x ]y

"

L

t"-'

L

j

iii+i[ _ ,

'-"'0 'x 0'Jy (b,c)m'

( ..
,+]=n-I l.).

+ .L
.

j

I)i+i [ _

'-", 'J'

.)

0' (b,G)m't

I+]=n L).C':t: Jy'

o
This polynomial has a root of multiplicity n - 1 at t = 0, due to the factor ttl-I. The
value I = 0 corresponds to (b, c), so this is a point of multiplicity (n -1)

o

all

the curve.

Thus the monoid parameterization algorithm can be reformulated to output

it

monoid, even with finite precision cmnputations. This is important, for the followin,!!;
reason. A slight

l)f~rturbation

in the coefficients of the input implicit curve can destroy

the singularity. Such perturbations can occur in the rational to floating-point conversion, if for example a numerical method is used to locate the singularity, by solving
a system of polynomial equations. Unlesf> it is very lucky (e.g., the coefficients are
exactly representable in Hoating-point binaly), the numerical algorithm will actually
be operating on a cmve that has

1\0

monoid point. While it will be unable to locate

an exact vanishing point of the equations, it can be instructed to compute
at which all the polynomials of the system will evaluate to
a point is likely to be displaced froill the true singularity by

it

it

it

point

"small" value. Such
small distance. Our

analysis then shows that the output parameterization will have a mOlloidal point at a
predictable location. Figure ;J.l shows two cubic monoids. The curve drawn lISillP;

it

solid line was graphed using the input implicit equation directly. An approximation
to the monoidal point was used to compute the parametric equations, which were
then used to graph it (using a dashed line). As predicted, the parametric curve is a
monoid with the singular point slightly displaced from its true location.
Unfortnnately, one cannot yf't conclude that the outpnt mirrors the inpnt in pvery
significant way, modulo small geometric pp.rturbations; let

I1S

discuss why.

Algebraic curves can have a varied structure at singular points. One way to dassify
this structure is to consider the tangents at the singular point (there will be more
than one). The tangents may be all distinct, some distinct and

SOIlle

coincident, or

all imaginary in which case the singular point is an isolated point.
In the first and third cases, the singularity is termed ordinary. The second case
depends on the idp<nticill vanishillg of il

c:~rtain

polynomial. If the inpnt

r.nrVf>

hap-

pened to have such a configuration at the monoid point, while the output curve would
still have a singularity of the same multiplicity, the tangent configuration would likely
have been perturbed into one of the others. For instance, suppose a cusp singularity
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is perturbed into a node singularity. This may not matter since. t.he "loop" is likely
to be small, but sonlP. applications may IlP.ed to handle the

Iler~

rase

dilfen~ntly.

Let (b,c) be an 1"-fold point of the curve, that is, all derivatives of the cllrve upto
the (1" - 2)'nd order vanish at (b, c), but not all those of the (7' - I )'st order. The
tangent configurations are related to the roots of the polynomial

¢(>') =

,(,.)

I: .
1=0

2

if!
i
8 i ,,8' i~(b,c)>.
.

([rom [111]; we only consider affine roots for simplicity). Each root of this polynomial
~ives

rise to a tangent C\lTve; hence, a multiple root gives rise to

it

multiple tallgent.

The singularity is ordinary if all the roots are distinct (real or complex).
The condition for a polynomial to have multiple roots is for its discriminant
to vanish identically. The discriminant is the resultant of the polynomial and its
derivative; the condition is then expressed as

,·esultant(¢(>.), ¢'(>')) =

0

This is a polynomial condition in the coefficients of the original curve, and the coordinates (b, c) of the

ori~;inal

point.

This equality is unlikely to be preserved if (b, c) is replaced by an approximation

(b,o).
Consider

D

> 0,

<L

singular cubic plane curve. The discriminant is D =

f;y - Jufyy . If

the cubic will have an ordinary singularity with two real, distinct tangents; if

D < 0, it will be an isolated point with complex tangents. Hence, unless the perturhation in (b, c) is large enough to change the sign of D, the output paranwterization
will havp. the same type of singularity as the input curvp.. The case D = 0 is rare ill
the sense that it is highly unlikely to happen by accident, with random input coefficients. If it does bappen, howe:ver, the output of the parameterization is likely to be
perturbed into one of the other two cases.
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:3.2.4

Monoidal

We:

stat~~

SurfaCf~s

··,ithollt proof the

followil;,~ r~5:'lt

for monoid surfaces.

FACT :3.4 Let J(;1;, y, =) = 0 be the implicit equation of a monoid surface of degree n,
and (;:, o,e) the coordinates of its (n - I)-fold point. Let this point be approximated

by (ii.

h. c)

in the monoid surface parameterization algorithm, giving as output a

parametric surface whose implicit equation is j(x,y,z) =

(n - 1) ,fo:d point of the surface

o.

Then (ii,

b, c)

is an

j( x, y, z) = o.

I

c

;

r,

o
:3.2.5

Geometric Interpretation of Error: Summary

The algorithms shown above share this simple property: they compute a point
011

the curve or surface, and the coordinates of this point appear in the output.

If one must compute an approximate point, then the above results show that our
reformulated algorithms possess this (desirable) feature: the geometric relationship
between the exact point and the input curve or surface is mimicked by that betwee.1l
the approximate point and the output curve or surface.

;Ll

Geometric Error Bounds: Conics
The algebraic analysis tells us that the output parametric curve corresponds to

the input implicit curve, perturbed in one coefficient. This information can be Ilsed
to derive geometric error bounds, i.e., to bound the maximum distance between the

input implicit curve and output parametric curve. Such geometric bounds can lw
applied towards the accurate evaluation and display of curves and surfaces.
In [:39], general bounds are given for geometric perturbations at a point

all

a curve

due to small random perturbations in the coefficients of its equation. These bounds
are local: for each point of the curve, a condition number is given, which measures
how much that point is displaced, ill a direction orthogonal to the r:urve at that point.

In our model, however, we have shown that the perturbations generated by the
parameterization process are not random bllt have a definite struc~.lIre. This

structlln~

can be exploited to derive global displacement bounds for the special cases of conics
and quadrics.
We iuvestigatt:'. the geometric etfects of perturbing a single coefficient in the equation of a conic curve.

Such.J. perturbation yields an entire family of conics.

III

particular, the effect of perturbing, the constant coefficient of a conic is shown to be
less detrimental than pert.urbillg the coefficients of the quadratic terms. It will he
shown that pertmbiug the constat!t coefficient gives rise to a conic very similar to
the original conic. vVe then bound the maximum orthogonal distance between the
original and perturbed conic.

:3.:3.1

Properties of Conics

Much is known about conics; we cite some relevant facts from [105] and [9t].
Consider the affine quadratic equation of a conic curve C, in the form

n"

y) = ax'

+ by' + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy + c =

0

The discriminant of C is

a II. 9
'" =

h

b f

9

f

= abc+ 2fgh - af' - by' - ch'

c

The following facts about conics are known:
1. C degenerates to a pair of lines when 6. = 0

2. C is a parabola when ab - 11. 2 = 0: an ellipse when ab - h 2 < 0, and a hyperbola
when ab - h 2 > O.

by (101-'_,
.-j . WIlen C -IS not a para ba I a, -Its center -IS given
"b_h2 I ,"-'I)
"b_h 2 .
4. The axes of the conic are given by the equation h(x 2 - y2) - (a - b)xy = O.
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6. The conic can be translated to have its center at the origin, and in this coordinate
system its equation is
L bl . 1 =0
f(x,y ) =ax ' +2hxy+by,+
a - ,1
T. A conic that has bep.ll translated to the center can

fl1r~ber

:lave its axes be rotated

to become the principal axes, and in this coordinate sy:"tem its equation is

:3.:3.2

Bounding the Ortbogonal Distance

It is now dear from the above that perturbing the constant term c in the equation
of a conic will leave a, b, h

unchan~ed

and so produce a perturbed conic of the same

type that is concentric and coaxial with the original (see also [22]). Fi,e;ure :3.:l a family
of conics perturbed in the constant coefficient. Perturbing the cOf',fficients of x 2 or
y2, on the other hand, can change all these quantities: Figure :3.:3 shows a family of

conics perturbed only in the coefficient of

X2 j

they vary in type, center, and axis. We

will therefore ouly consider the third transformation of the conic algorithm, which is
always affine. However, it is likely that bounds can also be derived for the other two
('a.ses, if IleCf'ssary,
Even when only the constant coefficient is perturbed, the conic could still degenerate into a pair of lines, and a large enough perturbation r:ould turn a hyperbola into
one that is concentric and coaxial to the original, but with
axes

reVf~rsed.

transveni(~

and mnjugate

Hence, all upper bound must be imposed on the perturbation. Since

the constant coefficient c appears linearly in tllP. discriminant 6., so will the perturbed
mP.fficient c + 6, and hence one can immediately bound 161 to avoid this case. If this
bound is very slllall the conic will already be close to degenerate. We will henceforl.h
only consider perturbations smaller than this bonnd, to simplify the analysis.
For perturbations smaller than this bound, then, we wish to describe the error
gf'.ometrically. Define the (orthogonal) distance from a point p

all

one conic to the
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other conic as the shortpst distance along the normal vp.ctor at p to the other conic.
Then the maximum orthogonal distance from a point on one conic to tlw othe will
occur at one of the f":xtrf":lllf'. points of the conic along its major axis, if ellipse. or
transverse axis, if hyperbola. Figure :3.4 shows the situation for coIlc(-':utric, coaxial
ellipses with their axes aligned along the major axes.
For simplicity, we only consider central conics from now on, i.e., with ab - 11.2

i- (j

(!>Iightly different results can be derived for the case ab - h 2 = 0).
Now suppose one is given two conics

e, C,

where the second conic is derived by

FE':l'turbing the constant coefficient in the equation of the first. Their f":quations will
take the [orm

+ by 2 + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy + C1
ax 2 + by 2 + 2hxy + 2gx + 2fy + C2
ax 2

They will

b(~

o
o

concentric and coaxial, and we can consider their equations ill a

coordinate system where their center is at the origin and their axes are aligned with
the primary axes. In this coordinate system their equations will take the form

+ By·' + C,

J(x,y)

Ax'

j(x,y)

Ax 2 + By 2 + ("... = 0

= 0

where A, B, C\, (72 are as in (:3.1).
Referring to Figure :3.4, let dXl dx be the distances along the x-axis from the origin
to

e,c

respectively. Likewise, let dy,lly be the distances along the y-axis. (In the

rase of a byperbola, only one of these distances is finite). Then

Oue of Px and py will be the maximum orthogonal distance between the two curves;
px and Py can be solved for directly.

LEMMA :3.1 Let 0 =

('.1 -

C2

be the coefficient perturbation between the two conics

(:3.2). The wrresponding geometric perturbations px and py along their axes are given
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by

(:1.:1)
and

(:1.4 )
The maximum of P.r, P!I will give a geometric error corresponding to some algebraic
error 6.

PROOF. First put y = 0 in the curve equations. Then

d'x

Hence

-,

[, _ ( [

[
(x-(x(x+Px

)' - d'x_- C, -A C,

and
:.l.)
C 1 - C:.l
Px + ~dxPx =
A
Now find px by the quadratic formula: since px = 0 when C't - C:.l = 0,

Wf'.

choose the

positive sign for the radical and find that
P...· = -liT:

+

d'

x+

(C, - C,)

(:1.0)

A

Revert to the original coordinate system of the

COllICS.

Using the coordinate

transformations of the previous section,

2Ll.,

2Ll.,

ab - h:.l

ab - h:.l

2
ab _ 1..' (Ll., - Ll.,)
By the definition of the discriminant,

.6. 1 -.6. 2 =

a I..

9

a I..

9

b

J

I..

b

J

J

c,

J

c,

I..
9

9

a I..
I..

b

,

(e, - c,) = (ab - I.. )(c, - c,)

!)l

So

c, -

C, = 2(c, - c,j

Substitute the definitions of A, B, and R given in the previous section, and relation
(:3.6) into (:l.5). This gives the first half of the lemma. The derivation for])y is similar.

o
At this point, we have

(~xpressed

the

g~ometric

perturbations along the axes of

the conics terms of their coefficients, and the value 0 which is the perturbation in
their coefficients. These give global bounds on the orthogonal displacement between
a conic and its perturbed c:oullterpart.

Note that a scaling of the input conic equation by a constant will appear in the
quantities a, b, and R. If the value

{j

is defined as in the previous chapter as the value

of the mnic equation at some point, then it will include this scale factor. So tIlE'.
expressions above are independent of such scalings.

In a practical setting, the value 0 depends on how well certain approximatiolls
to algebraic numbers satisfy a polynomial equation, aud these approximations an'.
c:omputed iteratively. It would be pleasant to bound the value 0 ill terms of a specified
geometric errori this would lead to termination criteria for these iterative processes,
and also be useful towards bounding the actual precision (bit-length of the rational
approxim<:ltiOilS ).
Thus we bound 0, given a geometric error bound. The results of lemma (:3.1) are
used.
LEMMA ;3.2 Given a number

f

> 0 that also satisfies f < min(dx,dy), and two conics

(:3.:2) that differ in their constant coefficients by a quantity 0 as defined above, if
geometric perturbations px, py are to satisfy

then it suffices to choose 0 such that

181< ,_

min(dx

-In + b + ~L d, -In + b -

RI)

tb(~

:Yl

If one of d z or d y is complex:, then the corresponding: perturbation value

i~

not

('.011-

sidered, and the min(· .. ) is unnecessary.
PROOF. To have

Ip:r:1 <

it is necessary that P:r: <

f,

f

> -E.

and P:r:

Considering each

case separately,
I. P:r:

<

f

means

r

Now there are two cases, depending

all

the sign of a + b + R, and both can be

satisfied by choosillg

181 < ,(2dx + ,j a+b+R!
2

(:3.7)

l

2. SimilarlYI pz >

-f

means

V C+:+ R) 6 >

-dx+ d;+
d;

+(

d;+

-

'J

a+b+R.

)

6 >

-,
d~

-

f

C+:+ R) 6 >

(d x - ,)'

C+:+R)6 <

,(2dx -')

after Illultiplying by -1 in the last step. Again there are two cases, depending
on the sign of a + b + R l and both can be satisfied by choosing

Finally, recalling that
satisfied by choosing

f

<

d:r:, inequalities (:3.7) and (:3.8) can be simultaneously

This is the only simplification made in the calculation, and at most a factor of two
of accuracy (one bit) is lost. The restriction

< d.., is reasonable: it states that the

f

geometric perturbation should be smaller than the "size" of the conic, where by "size"
is meant here the length of an axis.
The error py is bounded in an ide.ntical way. It is therefore sufficient to compute
5 such that

101 < ,.

min(d.

·In + b + ~.I, dy ·In + b -

HI)

I

This proves the le.llnua.O
The quantities dI and ely are independent of any scaling of the coefficients uf
the original conic by a constant, but the scale fador will be linearly present in the
quantities a + b + R and a + b - R, as they should be.
Lower bounds are similarly calculated.
Thus, given a geometric bound

f all

the maximum orthogonal distance

Ipi between

the original and perturbed conics, an upper bound on the parameterization error
call be derived in terms of
constraint

f

f
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and the coefficients of the conic. So the geometric

can be used to decide how small

fj

must be chosen, that is, how closely

to approximate the required algebraic numbers.

:1.4

Quadric Surfa,e' Paritllletf'rization

. parameterization, une can cauce I allY
I 11 quadrIC

0f

v,

I
y' , Z·, , 'V'
tle."I.,
v
terms,

at the cost of a perturbation ill the corresponding coefficient. The error analysis
for quadrics can be applied to deriving geometric error bounds. As elsewhere, the
procedure for conics pleasantly generalizes to quadrics.
The geometry of quadric surfaces is also well-known. The discriminant of a quadric
is a 4 x 4 determinant in its coefficients, and its sign, along with certain other quantities, distinguishes among the various types of quadrics (its sign is invariant under
a constant scaling of the quadric equation, since each term in the discriminant is a
product of four coefficients).

:JA.l

Properties of Quadrics

Let the affine quadric equation be of a qlla(iri,: Q be

J(:t:, y,:;) = ax 2

+ by 2 + C:;2 + 2Jyz + '2gzx + '2h:r;y + '2px + 2qy + '21'Z + d =

0

Its discriminant is

Ll.=

"

h

h

b J q

9

f

I'

'J

9

I'

c

,.

,.

t!

The following- facts are known (gathered from [106], chaptp.r 8, after sli.e;ht algebraic
mani pu Iatioll):
1. Q degenerates into planes when 6. = 0

2. A central quadric is one whose center is not infinitely distant; the condition for a
quadric to be central is D =j:. 0, where
a

0=

h

9

h b

J

J

c

9

:J. A central quadric can be put in a standard form in which its center is at the
<md its axes lie <Llong the principal axes. In this form its equation

ori~in

IS

I

(:l.9)

L
I

where Ai are the roots of the polynomial

¢(>')=>"-(a+b+e)>"+(

bJ
Je

+

(Lg

+

ah

».+

a

h 9

h

b

J

9

J

c

hb

gc

The three roots of r/J(A) are always real. Isolating intervals for the three roots are

[-00, nIl, [nt, 0'2J, [02, +00] where O't < n2 are the roots of the quadratic polynomial
1/1(") = ,,' - (b + c)" + (/'

-

be)

=

If

(';1

f

= O. In this case, the roots {Ai} are

(';2

then the discriminant of this quadratic

IS

zero, which ;mplies b =

t:

and

{b, (a + b) ± j(a -2W + 4(9' + h') }

:3.4.2

Bounding the Orthogonal Distance

If a perturbation 5 in the constant. coefficient is chosen small enough t.o preserve til(>.
sign of the discriminant. and hence avoid degeneracies (this bound is casily rompntf'.d
a~

in the conic case, since 5 once again appears linearly in the quadric discriminant),

one can again consider families of concentric, coaxial quadrics of the same type, and
derive geometric error bounds similar to the conic case. The process is similar to tlw
conic case, so we only state the results.
Let two central quadrics that differ only in their constant coefficient be given by

+ by 2 + C:;2 + 2Jy:; + 29ZX + 2hxy + 2px + '2qy + 21'= + dl
ax"l + by 2 + cz 2 + 2Jyz + 29ZX + 2hxy + 2px + 2qy + 21"= + dl
ax"l

o
o

(:l.IO)

Then as in the conic case, we can define dx,d!J,d~,(I;c;,tl'.lld~, the lengths of the
semi-axes of the quadrics, and Px, PYI

P~l

the displacements along the axes between

the two quadrics.
LEMMA :L3 Let 5 = d l

-

ell

be the coefficient difference between the quadrics, and

the values~, D, Ai be as defined in the previous sectioll. The corresponding geometric
perturbations along the axes are given by
px

-dx+M

p,

- d'.1+

p,

-d~ + jd; + :3

The quantities dx , d'.ll d~ are given by

'
8
dY+-,

,

,

;")6

o
The maximum of px, Py, p= will then p;ive tlw maximum displacement he tween the
original and perturbed quadrics.
To determine 0 in terms of a specified geometric precision, we state the followinp.;.
LEMMA :3.4 qivell a number

f

> 0 that also satisfies

f

< min(dx , dy , d=), and two

quadrics (;3.10) that differ ill their constant coefficients by a quantity 0 as defined
above, if the geometric perturbations Px,Py,P= are to satisfy

theu it suffices to choose 0 such that

161 < f

.

mill( dx

.

lAd, d, . IA,I, d, . lola f)

where expressions for dx , dy , (I:, Ai have been given previously. 0

If one of dx , dy , d= is complex, then the corresponding perturbation value

IS

not

considered, and the min(·,',·) is unnecessary.
The bounds correct for scaling, as discussed in the section on quadrics.

:3.5

Diophantine Solutions
In all our work to this point, we have assumed that elTor is inevitable ill rational

parameterization, due to the introduction of irrationalulllllbers. A point with rational
coordinates may not always exist on a conic curve or quadric surface with rational
coefficients. Even if it does, its computation is not trivial.
Interestingly, if a curve of degree n with rational coefficients

IS

a monoid, then

the monoidal point must have rational coordinates. We first discuss this for cubics,
where a stronger statement holds.

:3.5.1

Singular Cubics

It is known in Diophantine analysis is that a rational cubic curv('! with rational
coefficients has a rational double point [82]. This was apparently not widely known

;j7

in the geometric modeling comm1.illity. We: are grateful to Allan Adler for ale:rtillg

Ut;

to this fact and sketching the following DrooL
LEMMA :l.5 Let f(x,y) = 0 be the equation of an irreducible, singular cubic curve
with rational number coefficients. Then the coordinatf$ (b, c) of the double point of
the cubic are rational numbers.

PROOF.
1. An irreducible cubic curve has at most one singular point; if it had more, it

would have more than three intersections with some line and hence would Ilot
be cubic. Tbus the rational cllbic has exactly aile singular point.
2. Let A be an automorphism of the field of complex numbers, that is, A(p + q) =

A(p)

+ A(q),

and A(pq) = A(p)A(q), where p, q are any complex numbers. If

h(x) is a polynomial with rational coefficients and h(b) = 0 for some number h,
then also h(A(b)) = O. This generalizes to a system of multivariate polynomial
e:Cjuations with rational coefficients. Since the coordinates (b, c) of a singular
point of a curve: with rational coefficients satisfy such a system, (A(b), A(c)) will
also satisfy the system, and will also he: a singular point.
:3. Since the cubic has exactly one singular point, (A(b), A(c))

(b, c) for

illlY

automorphism A of the complexes. That is, A fixes band c.
4. Any complex number fixed by all autoll1orphisms must be rational; se.e, e.g.,

[55].

o
Tbus rational cubics have a rational double point. Since the parallH':t(~rization ror
a monoid involves only integral operations

all

the rational point and the coefficients uf

the curve, by e:Cjuations (2.2;3), all rational cubics have a parameterization involving
only rational coefficients.
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Therefore, one can

theon~tic.ally parameterize

without error, by computing the singular point

an

irredll.::ihh~ rational

~xactly.

cubic curve

One way is as follows.

An affine singular point is found as a solution to the system of equations 1(:£, y) ==
fx(x, y) ;::: fy(x, y) ;:::

o.

The x-coordinate of this solution will be a multiple rational

root of the degree six polynomial p(x) ;::: re:mltant(J(;c, y), fxlx, V), V). The ratiOllal
roots of a polynomial can be computed by applying the alp;orithm in [7:1].

This

algorithm requires a polynomial without multiple roots, howe.ver, so we must first
isolate a factor of p(x) that c:ontains each multiple root,

exa,~t1y

once. This factor,

say 9,lJ;), call be wmputp.d as follows:
gcd(pCc),I"("))
glCe)

The polynomial gdx) will exclude all nOll-repeated routs of p(x), and to derive 92(:C)
we divide out all repeated factors of 9'(X). Thus each multiple root of p(x) will havp.
exactly one representative in 92(X), which will have rational coefficients and can be at
most c.ubic in degree. The rational root-finder can then be applied to nnd a rational
root of 92(X), which will also be a root of p(x). This yields the x-coordinate of the
singular point.
Tlw ITsultant is computed using a sllbn-'snltallt rpmainder sPqUl'llf:t-': this may tlwll
be used to compute the v-coordinate (4]. Each (x, y) pair found this way can be tested
whether it additionally satisfies lAx,y);::: OJ only one pair will satisfy the test. The
tests will be error-free, and there can be at most two such tests, since then'. are at
most three distinct multiple roots of any degree six polynomial.
:1.:>.1

Monoid Plane Cnrvps

In the previolls section, it was shown that all rational cubics have rational
cient parameterizations. For curves of degree n

> ;3,

C:Of~ffi-

we can generalize the previous

result only for monoids. which are only a subset of the rational curves of degree n.
The key to the cubic c.a<;e was the fact that the singular point was the sale solution of

some system of equations, and hence the coordinates of the singular point are fixe.d by
all automorphisms. Note that

th~

result does not automatically follow for monoidal

surfaces. For instance, a cubic surface can have as many

a.<;

four singular points [106J.

(One might consider this impossible since a line through two singularities would intersect the cnbic four times - but this merely implies that snch a line lies entirely on
tile cubic surface).

In general, a similar line of reasoning can be used to show that if there is only one
solution to a system of polynomial equations with rational r:oefficients, that solutioll
mllst be rational. We note that if the system is non-linear, the number of equations
must exceed the number of variables, otherwise there will always be more than onp
solution (this proceeds from Bezout's theorem).
For monoids, the monoiclal point is the sole solution of a system of polynomial
equations (all the partials of upto the (n - 2)'nd order equated to zero). HenCl\
the mOlloidal point must be rational, and rational coefficient parameterizations exist
for monoids of any degree. The mOlloidal point will be a rational solution of allY
two equation subsystem of the above system of equations; by computing it using the
method just given and backsubstituting, its exact rational coordinates Illay be found.

:3.6

Summary
In this chapter, we have further investigated the error caused by parameterization

algorithms. The analysis of the previous chapter was applied to derive geometric
properties of the erroneous output, and to derive geometric error bounds. vVe also
investigated the feasibility of rational coefficient (exact) parameterizations.
To summarize, in the presence of approximations, our reformulations of the parameterization algorithms generally satisfy these properties:
1. The degrees of the output expressions are bounded.

I
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Figure. :3.2 Perturbing the constant term in conic equations

2. If an approximate point on the input is used, the output and the apPl'oximatf'
point are in a geometric relationship similar to that of the input and the exact
point.
I"lIrt!Wfmore, for the .ollie and quadric cases it was shown that the parametric output

has the same algebraic degree as the implicit input.
Based on these results we conclude that rational parameterization algorithms can

ill general bp. formulated to operate in a numerically stable manner.

()l

Figure :L3 Perturbing squared term in the conic equations
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Figure :3.4 Orthogonal distance between concentric, coaxial conics
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4. PROJECTIVE REPARAMETERIZATIONS
Illtrodllctio~l

4.1

In this chapter \"e explore some applications of projective transformatiOils of the
parameter domain (also called projective reparameterizatiolls). Reparameterizatiolls

do

lIot

affect the

r:I1Tve

or surface, but can be used to control which portion of a

CUTVP

or surface corresponds to a fixed portion of the parameter domain. Affine reparameterizatiolls only affect finite portions of the curve or surfacej projective reparametf'r-

izations can be used to move points at infinity in the domain to finite distances, to
achieve certain effects. One problem amenable to this approach is what we term the
total mapping problem: how to display the entire parametric curve or surface, when

the parametric domain is infinite and the curve or surface itself

ha~

finite area.

Some of the literature discussing curves and surfaces over projective domains includes [85] and more recently, [:35] and [:32]. Solutions to the total mapping problem,
for curves and smfaces in rational Bezier form are given in the latter work, using
technique called ···homogeneuus s,unpling·' uf the parameter domain. We propuse

<l

ill\

alternate method using projf"'.ctivf'. reparameterizations, by which the problem of mapping an entire surface is reduced to mapping a fixed finite portion of the parameter
domain several times. This fixed portion can be sampled in the normal way, allowing existing display algorithms to be applied without modification. The framework
developed here allows us to derive some related results regarding parametric curvps
and

surrac(~s,

and forms the basis for the robust display algorithms uf Chapter :>.

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we investigate various uses of

proj(·~("

tive linear reparameterizatiolls of rational parametric curves, including total mapping
of curves, finding the "complementary segment" of a curve segment, and total mapping of surfaces. Then projective quadratic reparameterizations are devpJoped, as an
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alternate and simpler way of solving a problem recently addressed in the literat1ll'e.
namely that of computing normal pammeteriza.tiolls of CHrves and surfacps.

4.2

Projective Linear Reparameterizations
We now show some uses of projective linear transformations of the parameters.

These are equivalent to affine fractional

linp,~r

transformations, and using them we

can achieve P.ffects that cannot be achieved using ordinary linear transformations of
the parauw.ter.
Consider the total mapping problem for curves, that is, it is desired to display an
entire rational curve. Tbe first solution that comes to mind is to allow the paramet!'.r

to vary over the entire real line. This approach is COllsiderf'.d ill (:32] and rejected dne
to the phenomenon of "parameter compression. a 'rYe will discuss this phellOmenon
in detail, which is peculiar to rational curves as opposed to polynomial Olles, and
provide an analytic explanation of why it occurs. This problem call bE': overcome to
a certain extent using special parameter sampling techniques, e.g. [67), [86], whos('
generalizations to surfaces are expensive.
The approach taken in [:32] is to consider the the parameter domain to be a
projective space. This allows finite and infinite values to be treated equally. In this
method,

iL

rational Bezier r.urve

ill

a single parameter

II

varying over the llnit interval

[0,1] is converted into homogeneous form. In homogeneous form, the curve is givPIl
in a pair of parameters (UtIU:,?), which are then set to vary over a piecewise
r:urve and are related by

U'l

lilH~ar

= 1-!Utl,Ut E (-1, 1].

In our approach for curves in the monomial basis, we reduce the problem of
mapping a curve over the entire parameter domain to that of mapping two curves
over the unit interval [0 1 1]. The llnioll of the two curves will give the original. The
interval [0,

lJ

can then be sampled in the usual way;

110

separate sampling method is

required. Our approach facilitates the robust display methods of Chapter 5 and the
derivation of normal parameterizatiolls, discussed in the next section.

v.,
'"
To derive these results, we first solve the problem using projective transformations,
hut return to

th,~

affine domain at the end. The problem is appruached in two ways.

First, given a curve over

[-00, +00]' find two curves over [0,1] that are togetllP.r

equivalent to the first. Second, given a curve and some interval [a, b], find another
r.urve such that the latter r.urve over [0,1] is the "complementary segment" of the

first, i.e. that part of the first curvP. corresponding to tllP. portion [-C0, +00] \ [a, b] of
t.he parameter domain. In (70]' it is shown how to find the complementary segment

,
r

of a conic in rational Bezier form, and in [:32] another solution is given.
Generalizin,e; the treatment for curves, we give oue of many possible doilltions for
surfaces.

4.2.1

Total Mapping: Curves

Given a rational parametric curve in a parameter that ....aries over the entire real
line l we produce two rational curves, derived by reparameterizing the original! that
together map to the original when their parameters are individually allowed to vary
in (O,IJ. The reparameterization fnnctions are given as linear rational functions, in
which form their action can be easily understood by inspection. It is to be understood however that they are actually projective linear transformations, and an implt'.l1wlltation of

~Ilr.h

a rpparanw.terizatioll would substitute linear polynomials into

a homogeneous polynomial, avoiding rational function manipulation. Our results are
stated as lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1 Let an algebraic space curve C(s) be given by rational parameter functions n(.<;) = (;I;I(~<;), ... ,x,J<;)) in a parameter,<; E [-00,+00]. lfPI(t.),]J2(t) are two
parameter transformation functions defined by

8=1',(1)

1
1- t
-I

1- t

(4.1 )

(4.2)

then the curves C(Pl(l)), C(P2(t)) over t E (0,1] together will contain the same set of
points as C(s) over s E [-00, +00].
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P ROOF. To accommodate infinite. parameter values , we consider tllP. curve
a projective parameter domain.

Points in this domain are pairs (S',U)

with proportional tuples representing the same point.

C(.~)

f.

over

(0,0),

Points with II =j:. 0 repre-

sent finite points and tuples (S',O) represent the point at infinity. The homogelH'.ous

curve CtS, U) is derived by homogenizing the individual parameter functions to yield

(Xl (8, F), ... , x,,(S, U)). Two projective linear transformations are enough for our
purposes. Such transformations between a projective domain (8, U) and a projective

domain ('1'. \I) take the form
(4.:1)
where k is a non-zero constant of proportionality.

First we arrange for the interval [0, +00] of the

.'5

domain to

corr~spond

with

the interval [0,1] of the t domain. In projective coordinates, this translates to two
conditions: the point (T, V) = (0, I) maps to (S, U) = (0,1), and (1,0) maps to (I,I).
These conditions are stated as follows:

We can now derive a system of equations for the uIlknowns
a12

0

(l,22

",

all +(l,22

k2

(l,21

+ a22

0

which yields the solution
(l,12

(

"11
a21

a22

) ( )
k2

0

-/,;1

k1

aij

and kj :

(i7

Recall that we must choose k 1 k"l

i

0, and hence the transformation is 1 -1. Par allY

such k 1 , /';2, the transformatirJn maps t =
happens to

a< t

a to

.~

= 0, ilnd t = I

~n

,<; = 00. vVbat

< l .! Such points are given in the projective domain by (T,I),

0< T < 1, after dividing by the (non-zero) V coordinate. Then

Thus 0

<

l

< 1 maps to

must choose k 1k 2

>

k,

t

t

- - - . Since
> 0 when 0
k. 1 - t
1- 1
0 to map into."i > 0, and /,;lk2 < 0 to map into,<;
.~ ~

<

f.

< 1, we

< O. Taking

k1 = k 2 = 1 and deholllogenizinl!;, we get the first parameter transformation fUBction

]J1(t), and by setting k1 = -1,k2 = I we get function P2(t). D
Pigure 4.1 and 4.2 are examples of closed plane curves that are entirely mapped
in two pieces, using only parameter values in [0,1].

4.2.2

The Complementary Segment

A parametric curve and some interval in the parameter domain togetber defilH'
a segment of the curve. The rest of the (infinite) parameter domain also defines a
segment of the curve, called the complementary segment. Using projective reparame.terizations, we can compute the cOlllplementary segment. The uuion of the original
and complementary segments gives the entire curve.
We can assume without loss of generality that the original interval given is [0,1].
If it is some [a, b], all ordinary linear transformation s = a + t(b - a) suffices to bring
it to this form (as before, s is the original parameter and t is the new).
LElvrMA 4.2 Let an algebraic space curve C(,<;) be given by rational parameter functions C(s) = (x1(·"),"";c,.(..,)). The curve se.gment complementary to the segment

defined by" E [0, lJ is given by C(p(I)),p E [0,1]' where

s~p(t) ~

I

21-1

(4.4)

PROOF. As before, we consider the curves over a projectiv.: parameter domain, and
compute a projective linear reparameterization to achit>ve our ends. The parameter
transformation function s = J)(t) must map t E [0,1] to s E [-00, +00] \ [0, 1]. In
this context, it is lIseful to lluderstaud that the topology of til(' projective line

i~

that

of a circle (see Figure 4.5, and also [85]), and the interval [-00, +ooJ \ [0, 1] also has
endpoints [0, I], going in the opposite direction in the cirL";e. Thus the paranlP.ter
transformation function must fix the values 0 and L Projectively, the transformation
takes tile form ,1.:3, giving us the two conditions

"n) (

0 )

"11
(

a21

U22

(::: : : : ) (

I

~

)

k, ( 0 )
1

k, (

~

)

This yields a set of linear equations which can be easily solved to yield

Once again, we must choose 1.:1 1.:2

#- 0, so the transformation

is 1-1.

Now set 1.:\ = -1,1.:2 = 1. Then the transformation maps the point t
,<;

I

2

to

= 00. becallsP

Now suppose 0

< t < I, t

I

'"

2.

Then let (T, 1) be the corresponding projective

point, after scaling:

We can then show using elementary arguments that

T

I

O<T<2

-00

< "'2TO;;-_-;-1 < 0

fig

and

T
1< 2T _ I <

1

-<T<
2
-

+00

Coupled with the fact that the transformation is I - 1, dehomogenizing yields the
Darameter transformation function p(t) described in the lemma. 0
Complementary segment pairs of a circle and a rational quartic curve are given in
Figure 4.:3, 4.4.
4.2.3

Parameter Compression

We now discuss the problem of parameter compression. Consider the IIsual ra2

,)

l.ional parametf'.rizatioll of the unit circle, (5. - I, . _S
52

spaced values over an interval [-a,a],a»

+I

S2

+I

).

Allowing s to take evenly
-

I, we find that the points tend to cluster

together as the parameter takes on larger values (see Figure 4.5). This picture appears in [:12], and we have also noticed the phenomenon. Since the circle has the same
curvature everywhere, this is definitely not a desirable property. However, we

haVf~

been told in private communication ([87]) is that polynomial curves do not suffer from
this problem. In fact, ill polynomial curves, evenly spaced parameter values lead to a
discretization of the curve in which the arc length of a segment seems to be inversely
proportional to the curvature, a welcome feature since it produces smoother displays.
Some examples of polynomial curves are given iu Figures 4.6 and 4.7, where constant
stepping of the parameter is used. Curves where the degree of the Ilumerator exceeds
that of the denominator also appear to have this desirable feature.
Thus we empirically observe that the relative degrees of the numerator and denominators of the rational parameter functions appear to have some f'.lfect

all

the

spe.ed at which the curve is traversed by a parameter taking steps of fixed length in
the domain. The following theorem about the limits at infinity of rational functions
helps clear up the matter. It can be found in introductory calculus books, e.g. ['24].

.

.

I(t)

THEOREM 4.1 For the ratIOnal function g(t)' where
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b"t ll

g(t)

+ b"'_lt"'-l + ... + bo

We have
ifn <

0,

.

J(t)

11111 - -

,-±~ 9(t)

=

au

,
b",
±oo,

In

ifa=m

if

a

>m

o
.f,(t) j,(t))b e a fatlona
. I parametric
. curve, W Ilere tIe
I
Now Iet C'': (()
x t , Y ())
t = 1--),-(-)
get g t
degree of the polynomial gU) equals or exceeds the degree of Jl(t),12(t). Then
<I
<It

[fl(t)]

9(t)J;(t) - J,(t)9'(t)

g(t)

9( t)'

I

and similarly for f2(t). Thus ill the derivatives of ;r(t),y(t), the numerators haVf~
strictly lower degree than the denominators. By the theorem,

<Ix

lim -<I =

!-o±oo

t

. <ly
lim -/- = 0

t-o±oo (

(4.5)

t

The curvp. C was given in terms of an arbitrary parameter t. Let

$

denote the arc-

length parameter and consider the curve in s. The relationship between the arc-lell,1!;th
parameter and the original one is

I
+ (<111)'
·ct
( -<IX)'
<It
<It
i

(The arc-length parameterization is never rational unless the curve is a line [40],
but this is not important to the analysis).
By equation (4.,5), we now see that as the magnitude of t grows, a constant step
!:1t will give rise to an arc length step !:1s of vanishingly smaller magnitnde.

Thus, rational

CI\fV<,S

givf'u hy parameter functions whose degrf'e of numerator

does 110t exceed the degree of the denominator (this category includes all closed curVf'S
like the circle) will suffer from parameter compression. In general, since a rational
function whose numerator is of degree n and denominator is of degree m behaves like
a polynomial of degree

l;~J

(as the function argument approaches infinity), we have

c,
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an explanation of the parameter compress lOll pllPllOmellon. It would be useful to
show conclusively the conve:fSf'., that polynomial curves are "good" parameterizatioll:"
III

the sense outlined above.
Thus in visualizing a curve, if we apply the lemma derived in the section on total

mapping, we avoid the parameter compression problem since the parameters always
vary over the unit interval.

4.2.4

Total Mapping: Surfaces

We now ronsider the problem of displaying an emire surface, uSlIlg only finite
parameter values. Solutions are given for rational Beziel' surfaces in tensor-product

and triangular patches in

[;~2L

using homogeneous sampling. We will give

solution for surfaces in the monomial basis, for which ordinary sampling

hen~

a

techniCJlle~

can be used, in the same framework as that for curves, i.e. in terms of projective
linear reparameterizations.
The problem is to map the entire domain using only a finite number of finite areas
of the parameter domain. The topology of the domain (the real projective plane) is
rather more complicated than in the case of curves, ami there is more than one way to
achieve this. POl' instance, Figure 4.8 shows a rational parametric sphere completely
mapped hy three

n~ctangular pat(~hes,

two of which are degenerate <Lnd together "fill

the hole" left by the third.
The approach chosen here

IS

a direct generalization of the method for curves.

Each quadrant of the parameter plane is mapped to the triangle spanned by [0, OJ,
[1, OJ and [O,l] (i.e. the two-dimensional unit simplex). The method generalizes to
hypersurfaces of dimensions n 2:: I: the n-dimensional unit simplex in the parameter
domain is made to correspond with each of the 2lt n-dimensional "quadrants" of
infinite volume. This distributes the parameter domain in symmetric portions amonp;
the reparameterizations.

7'2

To map the unit triangle onto each quadrant in tum, we need 1.0 deri-"e fuur
projective reparameteriz;J,tions. We give the parameter transformation ['lllctions

<l~

linear rational functions of the (two) Hew parameters.
LEMMA 4.:3 Let an algebraic surface 8(8, t) be given by rational paranwter functions

8(s,t) = (x(s,t),y(s,t),z(s,t)) in two parameters (8,t) E [-00,+001 x [-oo,+ooJ.
A qnadrant containing a point (i, j) E {-I, I} 2 is given the label (i, j), which yip.lds
a unique labeling of the quadrants.

Then the parameter transformation Pij(li, v)

mapping the unit triangle in (u, v) space to quadrant (i,j) in

(.~,

t) space is given by

It
,. -,-----

.

J.

I.

l-u-v

(4.6)

v

I -u--u

Hence the entire parametric surface can be mapped by considering ill turn the surfaces

S(Pij(U,V)) for U,j) E {-I,I}'.
PROOF. Consider the first quadrant, I.e. (i,j) = (1,1). The form of a projective
linear transformation of the domain is similar to (4.:3), using the variable R to homogenize the (s,t) domain and W to homogenize (u,v):

u
V

C·
0>

k

W

T

(4.7)

Ii

wllere k is a nOll-zero constant of proportionality.

We will fix (0,0), and make (1,0),(0,1) in (u,v) correspond to (00,0),(0,00)
respectively. This gives us three conditions, projectively:
all

a"

al3

o

a21

lL22

aZ3

o

a31

a32

a;l3

all

a" al3

I

a21

a22

a23

o

a.11

a.12

a33

1

o
k,

0

I
I

k,

0

o

7:j

( an

(tl:2

at3

t121

U22

U23

U31

a32

U33

\

J~,

0

\ 0

Solving the resulting system of linear equations yields the solution

( a"

(LI2

at3

",

I

a21

au

at:)

~

(t31

U32

a,'33

\

We must take k1 1.:2 /';3

I- 0 for

0

0

0

",

0

-k l

-/,;1

",

the transformation to be well-defined, and we only need

consider what happens to finite points (with W = I) of the new parameter domain.
After scaling by any comlllon factor, we find that

k2

0

0

U

0

/';3

0

V

",

I

-k1 -1.: 1

Thus all points on the line u

+v

",U

-

"3 V
",(I-U-V)

= 1 (the diagonal of the unit triangle) map to

the line at infinity ill the (8, t) plane as they should. For all other points,

",

U

1.:2

0

0

",

U

0

1.:3

0

V

-1.:1

-I.:,

",

I

","
3

I-If-V

V
1- U - V
I

Set k l = 1.:2 = k3 = 1; then all points in the unit simplex of (u,v) map onto the

first quadrant of ('~l i), those on the line u

+v =

1 mapping onto the line at infinity

connecting (00,0) and (0,00).
It now is easy to see that all the quadrants are mapped by varYlllg (k'1.' k:~) E

,

{-1, l} . This proves the lemma. 0
Examples of surfaces mapped using equations (4.6) are given in Figures 4.9 and
4.10.
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4.3

Piecewise Finite Representations of P3.rametric Varieties
VYe now generalize the results of the previou.'

~ectiollS

to parametric va:-;::::tie,;; of

any dimension, by showing how to replace a parameterization over

all

infinite param-

eter domain with a finite number of parameterizations, each over a fixed, bounded
parameter domain.

Let

n.

denote the set of rea!s and np the

~et

of reals augmented with the point

at infinity (i.e. the projective line). Suppose we are given a parameterization V(s) :
R'" of a variety V. We wish to compute maps

qt, .. ", Q/.."

with Qi ;

n.l~

---)

'RPll

--+

11c '"

such that Ut:lQi(n") = V(npn). That is, the Hew maps restricted to finite

,

values together yield the same set of points t.hat the given one does, even though the
latter maps both finite and infinite domain values. To derive a finite representation
we also find a bounded region D C n'l to which the Qi can be be restricted, I.e.,

Specifically, we compute 2'l parameterizations, each restricted to the unit simplex
of the parameter domain 'R n, that together generate all the points that V(s) does for

We use linear projective domain transformations (reparameterizations) to map,
Itl

turn, the unit simplex D of the new parameter domain space onto an entire oc-

tant of the original parameter domain space. The reparameterizations are specified
in affine fractional form for convenience, but in practice they would be applied by
homogenizing a parameterization and then substituting polynomials.
THEOREM 4.2 Consider a real parametric variety V in nUl of dimension n, n < m,
which is parameterized by the equations

"i E (-00, +00)

V(s) =
X",(Sl, ... ,~~,,)

Let the 2!l octant cells in the parameter domain nil be labeled by the tuples <
0'1, ... 0'"

> with O'j E {-I, I}. Then the 2'1 projective reparameterizations V(t<D'j,...,D'n»
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given by
Si = Ui

t;

1- il

-

i·l

-

... -

til

i = 1, ... , n

,

(4.8)

together map all the points of the variety V(s), Si E (-00, +00), using only parameter
values satisfying ti ;:: 0 and tt + t 2 + ... + tIl ::; 1.
PROOF. We must show that every point in the old domain nT''' is the image
of some point in the new domain nil. In particular, we show that thf' hyperplane

t.t

+ ... + til

= I bordering the unit simplex in

nIl

maps onto the ilyperplane at

infinity in npn, and the rest of the points of the unit simplex are mapped onto a
particular octant of the original domain space, depending on the signs of the Ui.
Let s =

(CSl, . . . ,C.<;",CSn+l)

portionality and

Sn+t

E np", where

Si

E n is a

non~zero

constant of pro-

= 0 is the equation of the hyperplane at infinity in np". Let

t = (tt, ... , t'l) E R.... Since (4.8) is a map from

holds between the

C

nil

--t

np", the following relationship

and t j , under aile of the 211 transformations <

Ul, ... ,

U ll

>:

08"

1-(t 1 + ... +t,,)

Let sign(n), a E R be -lor +1 according to whether a
First we show that every s E R'P"
some point t = (t b
that tj

2: 0 and

Since s is

all

it

+

,

t n) E

+t

n

nIl

all

< 0 or n

;:: 0, respectively.

the hyperplane at infinity is the image of

under one of the transformations, and additionally

= 1.

the hyperplane at infinity, sn+l .:::: 0, and hence
08;

o

(Titi

I-(td ... +t,,)

i = 1, ... , n
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Then a solution (t l l ... , in) is derived by setting
.~

1

c

'<""'"
L..-i=l (J"j.S,.
(TiS;

t·,

Noting that
t;

2:

a and
nn

'<""'"
L..'=l ITiSi

not all of the

= 1, ... n can be zero, it follows that

St, i

Li~, t; = l.

Second, let s E

t E

a and

(TiS, ~

.

S!!rld.'l:)
,

0";

n 71

C

npl~,

i.e.

Sn+t

=I

O. We show that

5

is the image of some

under one of the transformations, and additionally t lies in the unit simplex

We can set

.~,,+1

1 w.l.a.g. and the following system of equations for the ti is

derived:
i = 1, ... , n

Uitj

c

1-(t,+ ... +t,,)

We can solve this linear system by setting
0";

c

sign(.s;)
1

1 + Li~l

t;

and since

(TiS;

0';8;

ajS;

2: 0 it follows that i; 2: 0 and

it

+... + in < 1, hence this point t

the unit simplex in n", but not on the hyperplane tt

We have thus proved that all of

n:p'~ IS

+ ... + i"

is in

= l.

mapped by the transformations (4.8),

restricting each to the unit simplex of n>l. 0
COROLLARY 4.1 Rational parametric curves C(s) = (x,(s), ... ,x",(.,))T with _, E
t

-t

(-00,+00) can be finitely represented by C(l_ t),C(I_t)' using only 0::; t::; 1.
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COROLLARY 4.2 Rational parame.tric surfaces 8{,51, 82) = (Xl ('<;1, '<;2), ... , X", (.'11 ,.5:.d V
with $1,.52 E (-00,+00) call

4.4

b(~

finitely represented by

Orientation of the Mappings

An interesting interplay between mathematics and computer grapbics arises when
the surface total mapping equations (4.6) are used to render a surface

all

a high-

performance graphics workstation. Such computers commonly support ad vanced sur-

face rendering techniques incorporating a variety of surface materials and lightiug
models. When a surface is rendered as a shiny material, the phenomenon of "specular highlighting" occurs (see, e.g., [44]). The specular highlight is the bright white
spot on the shiny surface that corresponds to light that reflects off the surface directly at the viewer, and the intensity fades smoothly around the highlight. The
phenomenon adds realism to a scene.
The surfaces in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 were originally displayed in such a manner.
What is noticeable when they are viewed 011 a workstation screell 1 however 1 is that two
of the four pieces ( corresponding to two of the four parametric domain quadrants)
appear matte rather than glossy, as they should due to the specular reflection.
In addition to the surface parametric equations, the surface normals are used in
c:akulating the reflected light intensities. The direction of the normal vector at a
point

Oil

the surface is generally considered to point towards the "outsidel! of the

surface (the side that reflects light). In this case, we find that that two of the four
pieces have normal vectors that are pointing in directions that are inconsistent with
the normal vectors

011

the other two pieces. We appeal to some elementary differential

geometry to explain and correct this detail. To do this we will consider the domain
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transformations (4.6) as affine maps, defined

Oil

the open

triaT~gle u

> 0, v > 0, u+v <

I.
Parametric equations of a surface are a map between a plane denoted by (.<:, t) and
space denoted by (:/:, y, z); when we use the total mapping equations we are composing

this map with another one from a new domain plane in (u,v) to the (s, t) plane. The
direction of the normal at a point on the surface depends on whether the map from
(u, v) space to

('~l

t) space is orientation-preserving or orientation-reversin,e; [66]. In

our case, we show that two of the maps (4.6) are orientation-pre3erving and two are

orientation- reversing.
To do this we will consider the transformations (4.6) as functions from the (u, v)
plane to the (SIt) plane, where the domain is restricted to the open triangle u >
0, v> 0, u

+v <

1 (instead of considering them as projective linear transformations

between projer.tivp. spaces). That is,

F1 (u,v) = i
t

u
l-u-v
F 2 (u,v)=j
v
l-u-v

A map between Rn and RJI is orientation-preserving if the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix is positive, and orientation-reversing if the determinant is negative.
This determinant is givp.11 by

J=

ill

ffi.

§.fi
6u

§£z

6u

au
au

Calculating J involves some tedious bnt simple arithmetic, which we omit here.
Its value is

J =

lJ

(l-u-v)'
Now on the domain of interest (u > 0, v > 0, u

+ v < 1), the denominator of J

is

always positive, and hence the sign of J depends entirely on the signs of i,j. Thus we
conclude that the maps (4.6) are

orientation~preservillgwhen

the domain is to map

onto the first and third quadrant of the (8, t) domain, and orientation-reversing when
the domain must map to the second and fourth quadrants.
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These calculations agree with our observations in practice. A trivial correction is
to simply reverse the normal directions in vertices of polygons generated to approximate the surface, for the maps of the second and fourth quadrants.

4,.5

Projective Quadratic Reparameterizations

There are other benefits of considering rational parametrics over a proje.ctive domain. The problem of computing the so-called normal parameterizatiolls and missing
points of rational parametrics is discussed ill [28]. The authors consider curves and
surfaces over affine domains, and present general techniques to solve these problems.

However, their algorithms are expensive and non-trivial to implement. They present
solutions for conics and quadrics derived from lengthy machine computations using
their implementation; for quadrics, they report that they were unable to compute
normal parameterizations using their current implementation, and pose it as an open
problem.
By considering rational parametrics over projective domains, we derive key results
of their work regarding conics and quadrics, and solve the problem for quadrics that
they left open. Our method does llot resemble theirs in any way, and does not lead
to a general solution. However, it must be noted that our results for these special
cases require no machine compntation for their derivation.

4.5.1

Definitions

In this section, the problems are introduced uSlUg terminology and definitions
from

[281.

DEFINITION 4.1 Let
J(

J(

be a field, and E an algebraically closed extension field of

that contains it, ... , tin, indeterminates that are algebraically independent over

If P,.,Qi E

J([t 1 ,

•••

,t m l are polynomials in these symbols with Qi

PI
PII
YI = -Q , ... , YII = Q
1

with

Tn,

n

~

..

1 are called a set of (affine) parametric equations.•

=J:.

J(.

0, then

(4.9)
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It will always be assumed that gcd(P;, Qi) = 1. The degree of the set ofparailletric
~quatiolls

is the maximum degree of its const.ituent polynomials Pi, Qj_

DEFINITION 4.2 The image of a set of parametric equations (4.9) is denoted by

IM(P, Q), and defined by

(4.10)

IM(P" ... ,P,,,Q,, ... ,Q,,) = {(Y" ... ,Y,,)13t E E"'(y, = P,(t)/Q,(t)))

•
An irreducible algebraic curve or surface is a set of points that satisfy a system of
polynomial equations, i.e. it is au irreducible variety. A set of parall1P.tric equations
for a curve or surface Illay not describe all the points of its variety, that is, the image
of the parametric equations is only a subset of the variety. The remaining points of
the variety are called the missing points of the parameterization.

DEFINITION 4.;} A set of parametric equations (4.9) is termed normal, if IM(?, Q)
is an irreducible variety.•
InformallYl an affine parameterization of a curve or surface is termed normal if all
the points of the curve or surface cau be given by it.
These definitiOlls are in terms of an algebraically dosed extel\sion

~eld

E. To lend

the problem more practical applicability, especially in computer grapbics , Gao and
Chou give a stronger definition using only the field of reals. With this stronger ddillition, the problem of finding normal parametric equations is harder, but the results
once found are of more use. By taking infinite parameter values into account l we ran
compute normal parameterizations and in some cases real field normal parametel'izations.
We now define real field normal parameterizations:
DEFINITION 4.4 A set of parametric equations of the form (4.9) with

f{

= R is

called normal in the real number field if there is au irreducible variety V ill Rn such
that
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1. For any t E Hm, if Q.(t) ... Q,,(f.) ,. 0, then (P1 (t)/Ql(t),
2. For any p E V there is a t -:: Rm witi, I' = (PI(t)/QI(t),

, P,,(l)/Q,,(t)) E V
, P,,(t~/(.r.U)) .•

Note that Cao and Chou's method does not in general find parametric equations
that are normal in the real number :l.e!d; however, they do prove that the normal

parameterizations that. they produce for conics are actually normal in the real number
field. We will also compute parameteriz{I,tions for conics that are normal in the

n~al

number field, as they do, and also find ()afdllleterizations for three important quadrics
that are normal ill the real number Held.

4.5.2

Missing Points

If a set of parametric equations are not normal, then

SOllle

points

011

the curve or

surface are not given by any parameter value. Given a parameterization that is not
normal, one would like to compute the points that are missing, and also a normal
parameterization.
We consider four cases of conics and quadrics: ellipses, ellipsoids, hyperboloids
of one sheet, and hyperboloids of two sheets. In [28], missing points are given for
all of these, and a real field normal parameterization is given for the

(~lIipse

only.

Their program was used to derive the results. These are the most important cases;
the remaining conics and quadrics are not of as much interest since real field normal
parameterizations for them are readily found, or they are degenerate. The conics and
quadrics are assumed to be in standard form, since they call be easily transformed to
such, as mentioned in [28] and earlier in this thesis.
Using some algebraic geometry, we will compute real missing points and real field
normal parameterizations for all four cases. The key insi,l!;ht behind om methods is
this: the only real missing points in the standard parameterizations are those

corff~S

pan ding to real, infinite parameter values. Once we show this, we can use projective
reparameterizations to map finite parameter values in one domain to infinite values
in another domain. In the previous section, we used linear transformations, in which
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case more than one is necessary. Using quadratic transformations, we can show that
only one is necessary; hence. after reparameterizing,

WP. \\

ill

haw~

real field normal

parameterizat ions.
In this section, the real missing points are computed for each standard param(~terization

of the four cases, and shown to correspond to intllllte parameter values.

In all cases, we only consider real, non-degenerate conics and q:ladrics, and compute
only the real missing points.
r,

CASE 1 Let ellipses be given in the standard form

r
(4.11 )

where a, b are real numbers.
Then, the standard parameterization is
(4.12)
LEMMA 4.4 The only missing point of the parameterization (4.12) is (a,O).
PROOF. Since the real portion of the ellipse is closed, all its real points lie at
distances, including the image of the domain point s =

00.

Al\it(~

Thus, this gives us one

missing point. We compute its coordinates, and show it is the only missing point.
By considering the parameterization over a projective domain (S, U), we derive the
parall1etric equations

(x,y) =

a(8' - (I') 2bS(I)
( 8' +(1' 's' + (I'

Substituting (S,U) = (S',O), the projective representation

of.~ = 00,

we And (;t:,y) =

(eL,O). Thus (a,O) is a missing point. To see that it is unique, first compute an inversion of the parameterization, i.e., a function that gives the parameter s corresponding
to a point (x,y). Inversions for rational algebraic curves and surfaces can be computed lIsing techniques developed recently using resultants [49],[50], or Grabner-basis

,
;

8:l

[2:3]. Without specifying details, we will simply present the

illVf~rsiol1s

that we COlll-

puted. For curves, subresultant remainder sequence mechanisms in [16] were used.

FOT surfaces, we used utilities from the symbolic algebra system Maple V to calculate
Grabner bases of polynomial ideals using a lexicographic (or elimination) ordering.
For the ellipse in standard form, an inversion is given by
=

s

The inversion is defined for x

#-

ay

b(a - x)

a. The only point on the ellipse with x = a is

(a,O). Hence every point in the real variety of the fO,llipse is contained in the image of
the parameterization, except (a,O). Thus the latter is the only missing point of the
standard ellipse parameterization (4.12). 0

CASE 2 The standard equation of

all

ellipsoid is

(4.1:3)
and its standard parameterization is given by

1))

2au
2bv
c(u 2 + v 2 (x,y,z)= ( u2+v2+I'u2+v2+,' u 2 +v 2 +1

(4.14)

LEMMA 4.5 The only real missing point of the parameterization (4.14) is (0,0, c).
Gao and Chou derive this result from their computer program. However, they do
not include the qualifying term "reaP' as we dOj it is therefore not dear if they are
implying that the parameterization only has one missing point. Surface parameterizations can ill fact have entire missing curves, which may be real or complex. Por
instance, the ellipsoid parameterization specialized to spheres is shown to have two
missing complex lines in [27], that lie on the complex sphere. Tbe point (0,0, c) is
the only real point lying

011

these missing lines.

PROOF. We know that the image points of the line at infinity in the domain of the
parameterization mnst be missing from the surface. To calculate these image points,
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we first homogenize the donniu of the parameterization (4.14), to be over a projedive
plane whose points have coordinates (U, V, l-V):

2bVW
e(U' + V' - W'))
2aUW
(
(x,)J, =) = u' + V' + W" U' + V' + W' ' U' + V' + W'

(4.15 )

All points on the line at infinity have coordinates (U, V, 0) where one of If, V is
non-zero. Substituting these points in the above parameterization yields (:c,y,z) =

(D, 0, c). Hence the entire line at infinity maps to this point on the ellipsoid, which is
t\Hm~fon~

a missing point.

To show that it is the only t.lissing point, we use an inversion of the parameterizatioll (4.14):

u
v

ex
a(e - =)
cy

b(e-=)

These are defined for all points (x,y,z) with z =j:. c. The only point on the real
ellipsoid with z = c is (0,0, c). Hence, every other real point of the etlipsoid is the
image of a real, finite point in the parameter domain. Thus (O,D,c) is the only

n~al

missing point of (4.14). 0
Note that if we were considering the complex numbers also, the entire intersedion
curvp. of the plane;; = c with the ellipsoid is missing. It is P.asy to show that this
missing curve is composed of two complex lines in space, agreeing with our f>arlip.r
remarks about the work in [27].
CASE:3 The standard equation of a hyperboloid of aue sheet is

(4.16)
and its standard parameterization is given by

a(u'-v'+ I)
2bvu
2CU)
(x,y,=)= ( u 2+'
1
"
+
'
1"+'
vu
vu
v- 1

(4.17)
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LEMMA 4.6 The real mi~sing points of (4.17) lie on a space cOllie on the implicit
surface, which can be described by the intersection

a plane and a cylinder. However.

eif

one point on this conic is not missing. The set of missing points can be. described by

{ {z

= O} n { :: + ~: - 1 = O} } \

r, + « = O}

PROOF. First, consider the image of the line at infinity in the domain of the parameterization. If these map to finite points on the snrface" t!H'n the.y are missing points.
Again, we homogenize the domain and substitute the coordinates (U, V,O) of points
on the line at infinity in the domain. Homogenizing,

a(lF' - V' + W')
2W[I
2CUW)
(x, y, z) = ( U' + V' _ W' 'U' + V' - W" U' + V' - W'
After substitution, we find these points

corre~ponding to

the domain line at infinity:

a([I' - V') 2bVU
)
(x,y,z)= ( U'+V' 'U'+V"O
where (lJ, V)

1-

(4.18)

(4.19)

(0,0). These are easily recognizable as the projective parametric:

equations of the ellipse E in the z = 0 plane give.n by

(z

2

= OJ n { «' + y'b'
x

- 1=0

}

(4.20)

which is the curve of intersection of the hyperboloid of one sheet with the:: = 0 plalw.
An inversion for (4.17) is

u
v

c(x+a)
cy

bz

az

(4.21)
(4.22)

showing that all points on the hyperboloid except those in the z = 0 plane are the
image of some real, finite point in the parameter domain. The intersection of the
hyperboloid and the z = 0 plane gives ns the ellipse E, which is the image of the line
at infinity of the domain. Consider a point of Ej it is the image of some parameter
point P on the line at infinity. Suppose also that it is the image of some other point
Q in the parameter domain. Then the line L joining P, Q maps to a conic, a line, or
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a point on the surface, depending

all

whether it passes through zero, one, or two l)<\..Se

points, respectively (base points are discussed in Chapter 5, giving references). Since
a line and a conic are non-singular curves, the only way P and Q can map to the saille

surface point is if the entire line maps to the same point, i.e., the line passes through

two base points. By direct calculation, we find that the quadric parameterization
(4.17) has the two base points (D,±I), and hence there is only one such line,
The image of this line u = 0 is the surface point (-a, 0, 0) lying

011

'U

= lI.

the ellipse E.

Hence this point is not missing, and the lemma follows. 0
CASE 4 The standard equation of a hyperboloid of two sheets is
y"l

x2

:;2

-,+ -b2- - +
2 1 ---0
n

and its standard parameterization

c

i~

(4.2;J)

give.n by

2nu
2bv
c(u'+v'+ I))
(x,y,z)= ( u "l+"l
l'
2+
2
l'
vu
vu 2+'
v- 1

(4.24)

LEMMA 4.7 The sale. rea! missing point of (4.24) is (O,O,c).

o
The proof is similar to the one for ellipsoids, and therefore omitted.
4.5.:3

Normal Parameterizations

We are now ready to compute, for the four cases described above, parameterizations that are normal in the real number field. We will actually derive slightly more
general results, first for curves, then for surfaces. In the ensuing discussion, only real
values are considered for polynomial and rational function coefficients.
THEOREM 4.:3 Let an affine plane algebraic curve be given by parametric 8quations

C(.s) = (:r(s), y(s)) over an affine domain. Suppose the only missing point in the
real affine variety of the curve is the image of the point at infinity in the domain.
Then a parameterization of C(.s) that is normal in the real number field, according
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to definition (4.4),

i~

derived by applying to C(s) the following projective quadratic

domain transfon:lation, expressed in fractional form as
t

In fact,

IM(x(s(t)),iJ~$(i))) equals

(4.25)

1 _ l2

=

s

the set of points of the curve's real variety even

when restricting t to the interval [-1, lj.
PROOF. It is quite easy to see that the point t = ±l of the llew parameter domain
maps to the point at infinity of the original. Viewing the transformation above as
a homogeneous quadratic transformation between the new projective domain (T, V)
and the original projective domain (8, U), it can be expressed as:

.)

TV

If

V' - T'

Then the points (±l, 1) of the (T, V) domain are transformed to (1,0) of the (S, U)
domain, which is the point at infinity.
Going back to the affine transformation , let
such

$,

$

be any real, finite value. For any

we must show that there exists a real value of t that gives rise to this

$.

That

is , the e.quation
s =

t

1 - t'l

in t must have a real solution for every real s. This equation can be written as

.,( 1 - t') - t =
Then when s = 0, t = 0. If

~~

#-

0

0, there are two solutio1l5 for t, both real. Choose

the solution
L

,)1

+ 4.,' -

I

2s

Then

2(1 - JI

+ (2$)')

(2s )'

<0
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for all s

i-

0, and hence IL I < l. Thus for pvery

maps to

~~.

0

.<;

=F 0, there is alE [-I, 1] that

COROLLARY ,1.:3 A normal parameterization for the ellipse (4.11) is given by

x I _ (-a(t' -- ;3t' + 1~ 2&(t - t") )
( ,y) t' - t' + 1 ' t' - t' + 1

(4.26)

Figure 4.11 shows a graph of this parameter:zation specialized as a = 1, b = I
(yielding a circle) for t E [-1,1]. Note that the entire real curve is covered; compare
especially to figure 4.5. The parameter values arlO' "small" and hence the parametric
compression is moderate.

Figure 4.12 shows the application of theorem 4.:3 to a

rational quartic ellfve.
THEOREM 4.4 Let an affine algebraic surface be given by parametric equations

C(s,t) = (x(.<i,t),y(s,t),=(.<;,t)) over an affine domain. Suppose the only missing
points in the real affine variety of the surface is the image of the real line at infinity
in the domain. Then a parameterization of C(s, t} that is normal in the real number field, according to definition (4.4), is derived by applying to C(s, t} the following
projective quadratic domain transformation, expressed in fractional form as
u

"'
t

1 - u2

v
1 - u2

-

v2

_

v2

(4.27)

In fact, the image of Hew parameterization in (u,v) equals the set of points of the
surface's real variety even when restricting u 2

+ v2 ~

I.

PROOF. In this ease, the curve I_u 2 _v 2 = 0, i.e. tbe unit circle of the Hew domain,
maps to the line at infinity in the (.s, t) domain. Viewing transformation above as a
homogeneous quadratic transformation between the new projective domain ((J, \/,lIV)
and the original projective domain (8, T, R), it can be expressed as:

.)

UW

T

VW

R

W'-U'-V'

Then any point ((/, V, W) such that W 2 -lJ2 - V 2 = 0, ltV

f:.

0 is mapped to a point

(8, T, 0), i.e. to a point on the line at infinity.
Now let (s,t) be any real point. We will show that for every ($,t) there is a (u,v)
satisfying (4.27) such that u 2 +v 2 :$ I. Consider the equations (4.27) in tllt-' variablt~~

(u,v) alone. Then is ($,t) = (0,0), there is a solution (u,v) = (0,0). Otherwise, we
have the equivalent system of equations

-,(I-v 2 -v 2 )-u

0

r

,

t( I - u - v ') -

u

0

-

We cali homogenize this system of equations with a variable l'V; then, llsmg
Sylvester's resultant to eliminate either

1t

or v. For any (.s, t)

f:.

0, there are four

solutions. Two are complex solutions at infinity, given in homog-eneous coordinates
((/, V, W) as (1, ±i, 0). The other two are real and finite:

$(Vl+4($'+t')+I)
(2(-"+t')
,
s(
(

VI + 4($' + t') -

I)

2(-"+t')

,

t(
-

VI + 4(-,' + t') + I)
2(-"+t')

)

t(Vl +4(.,' + t') -I)
2($' + t')
)

Let (u_, v_) denote the latter; then

u: + v: - 1

-

1-

VI + 4($' + t') < 0

--...:L7""7---',=----'.

2($'

+ t')

This proves the theorem. D.
COROLLARY 4.4 Real field normal parameterizations for the ellipsoid and hyperboloid of one and two sheets (4.1:3,4.16,4.2:3) can all be derived from the standard ones
by applying (4.27). Then the image of the dosed unit disk of iu the new parameter
domain equals the real variety of the original surface.
Figure 4.13 shows graphically the normal parameterization of a sphere; tbe image
is derived by applying theorem 4.4 to a sphere parameterization (derived from equations (4.14) by setting a = b = c = 1), and tben mapping the new parameterizatiol1
restricted to the unit disk u 2 + v 2 :$ 1 of the parameter domain. Figure 4.14 shows a
whole steiner quartic using this method.

!JO

4.6

Single Finite Representation of Parametric Varieties
The above

re~·:..:.~ts

generalize directly to

j.... 1<l.iiletric

varieties of any diuw.nsioll.

In general, we can cover an n-dimensional parametric variety using a single parameterizatioll ot' twice the degree, where the parameter domain is the n-dimensional
hypersphere.
THEOREM 4.;) Consider a real parametric variety of dimension n
which is

paran1\~terized

III

n"~,

n

<

In,

by the equations

V(s) =

s; E

(-00,+00)

X",(.'h •... , SIl)

The single projective quadratic reparameterization given in fractional affine form as
ti
---:O,---:O,c----"','
t - t
t
t

'~i = 7

1 -

2 -

••• -

i = 1, ... , n

lL

yields a finite representation V(t) of the rational variety V(s), restricting tf+ ...+t;,

:::;

1.
PROOF. In this case, the proof consists of showing every point in the old domain

np" is the image of some point in the new domaiu nil, using only the single transformation (4.28). We will show that the unit hypersphere in the new domain space
maps onto the hyperplane at infinity of the old domain space, and every otber point

in the old parameter domain space is the image of a corresponding point in the new
domain, which lies in the interior of the unit hypersphere.
Once again let s ::::

(c~~t, ... , CS..+l)

E np", c E n, c

#- a and

we fix

8'1+1

=

hyperplane at infinity. Let t E'R. n. The equations (4.28) are a map from n"

tj

i"
CS,,+l

, + ... + t .')

1 - ( tt

n

a a.<; the
--+

np'l;
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First, consider points

S all

the hyperplane at infinity, i.e..<;,,+1 = O. Then (4.28)

yields a system of equations

i = 1, ... , n

ti

CSi

o

I-(t','+ ... '-t")
, "

which has two real solutions, given beiow:

t.;

For either solution,

tf +... + t~, =

1, showing that t lies on the unit hypersphere iu

71, " .

Second, consider affine points

5

E

n

ll

C R.P". We can set

8,,+1

l, w.l.o.g., and

then (4.28) yields the system of equations

i = 1, ... , n

ti
C

( 2 ... +t"2)
l-tt+

This system also has two real solutions, given by
-I

,'" 2
± J1 + 4L...,i=L8i
'J ,",~l

<;~

~L..q=l ~I

t·•

Choosing c =

-J+.JH4t:!~2.
I
I
2
2
2 r;:~l ~~
, , some sImple algebra SlOWS t tat tt + ... t'l < 1.

Thus if s is

the hyperplane at infinity! there is a point t on the unit hypersphere

Oil

tbat maps it; otherwise, there is a point t in the interior of the unit hypf'.rsphere that
maps it. Only the single map (4.28) is necessary. 0
COROLLARY 4.5 Using theorem 4.5, we can compute normal parameterizations for
the ellipse, ellipsoid, hyperboloid of one sheet, and hyperboloid of two sheets.
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Figure 4.1 Total mapping of rational parametric curve (circle)

4.7

Summary
In this chapter we examined various applications of projective transformations of

the parameter domain. Projective linear reparameterizatiolls have applications such
as enabling t1lf' complete display of curves and surfaces despite graphing; only a

fil1it(~

number of bounded portions of the parameter domain. The problem of parametric
compression that occurs in displaying parametric curves and surfaces was explained,
and we discussed some computer graphics implications of such reparameterizatiollS,
namely the orientation of surface normals for shading computations.
Furthermore, projective quadratic reparameterizations were used to solve the open
probll~lll

of finding normal parameterizations of the natural quadrics, or parameteri-

zatiolls that do not have any missing points.
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Figure 4.2 Total mapping of rational parametric curve (quartic)
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Figure 4.:3 An arc of a circle and its complementary segment
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Figure 4.4 An arc of a quartic curve and its complementary segment
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Figure 4.5 Discretization of rational parametric

r.\lfVP.,

with paranlP.ter compression
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Figure 4.6 Discretization of polynomial parametric curve ($3 I _~~2)

Figure 4.7 Discretization of polynomial parametric curve (.<;2 _ 1,.<;2 - .<;3)
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Figure 4.8 Total mapping of sphe.re using three rectangular patches

Figure 4.9 Total mapping of rational parametric surface (sphere)
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Figure 4.10 Totalmappillg of rational parametric surface (steiner surface)

Figure 4.11 Use of projective quadratic transformation (circle)
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Figure 4.12 Use of projective quadratic transformation (quartic)

Figure 4.1:3 Use of

proje('.tiv~

quadratic transformation (sphere)
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Figure 4.14 Use of projective quadratic transformation (steiner surface)

lOO

5. ROBUST DISPLAY OF ARBITRARY RATIONAL PARAMETRICS

5.1

Introdudi011
We now

tun~

our attention to the problem of visualizing parametric curves and

surfaces. In this chapter we give an algorithm to accurately display the entire real
part of a rational parametric surface.

Points on a parametric surface can be generated by sampling the parametric fune·
lions over the parameter domain. Because of this, the display of patches of parametric

surfaces is well-understood [26, 96, 68, 44]. More recent methods address in detail
the problem of generating a polygonal mesh on a surface that is sensitive to variations in surface curvature: view-dependent methods [109] as well as view-independent
[67, 86, 16]. All these methods assume continuity of the parametric functions over
the portion of the domain that is being sampled.
Tbe rational functions that define a surface can be viewed as a map from

n2

into n:J. We shall investigate the problem of visualizing the shapE'. of a parametric
surface, even if the map generating it is undefined at some domain points. MallY
surfaces (including simple ones such as some quadrics) are given by maps which are
not defined everywhere.
In this formulation the problem is of more interest to mathematicians, than to
CAD designers who work with patches of rational parametric surfaces. The latter
usually express the rational functions defining the surface in terms of the Bezier or
B-spline basis [20]; the rational functions are restricted to a standard part of the
domain, and the weights are chosen such that the functions are defined at all points
of the standard domain. Our primary motivation to investigate this problem grew
out of unsuccessful attempts to visualize the output of cubic surface parameterization algorithms (using our own implementation of domain sampling techniques,

a<;

r

r,
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well as commercial symbolic algebra and graphing programs e.g. Maple V, Mathemat-

ica). The inadequacy of domain-sai.l1pling techniques for displaying man" interestinp;
rational parametric surfaces led to a search for a better method.
A similar problem exists for parametric curves, and we shall investigate that also.
We now formulate the problem more precisely. Let a parametric curve be given by
two rational functions:

x(s) = F,(_,) ,
F\(_, J

(5.1 )

and a parametric surface by three:

F,(s,t)
F,(s, t)
x(s, t ) = F4 ( S,t )' y(s,i) = F(
)'
4 S,t

( t) =

Z 5,

. F,(." t)
(

F, s, t)

(5.2)

In each case we assume that the polynomials Fi have real coefficients and have no
COlllmon factor. Then:

1. Given real numbers

X 1lliu

:s;

X maX1 Ymill ::; YnIlU:,

(X,y) on the curve that satisfy (x,y) E
2. Given real numbers

X "UIl ::; X max ' Yllun

compute the set C of all points

[XmiulXmax]

S;

x

YmaXl Znun

[Yuull,Ymax].

:5:

Zlllll.X,

compute the set

S of all points (x,y,z) on the surface that satisfy (;t',y,z) E

[:t'min,X l1lax ]

x

In practice, we shaU be satisfied with piecewise-linear approximations to the sets

C and S. However, we shall also be interested in approximations that represent the
shape of the curve or surface accurately (some approximations that suffice for display
may not meet this criterion).
The problem can be extended to include rational varieties, but we shalillot discuss
this here.

The general flavor of the methods discussed will still apply, although

implementing higher-dimensional methods would require more tools.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. To start with, two approaches
are discussed: either directly approximating the curve or surface ill the range space
of the parametric functions, or computing those portions of the domain that map
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auto the desired portions of the range. We argue that the

dOI~iaill-space approach

is preferable in this context. Then, the specific difficulties that arise in any domaillspace approach (domain poh$ and base points) are explained in detail. After this,
we describe an algorithm for displaying curves, and oue for surfaces. We explain the

surface algorithm in detail, and then discuss situations in which it can fail and how it
can be improved, indicating where more work is needed. Finally, we ):!;ive some details
of our implementation.

5.2

Domain and Range Space Approaches
One way to construct a piecewise-linear approximation to a parametric surface

IS to evaluate the parametric fUllctions at various points Oil the parameter domain,

aud link together the resulting surface points to form au approximating mesh. \iVhell
considering arbitrary rational parametric surfaces, the parametric functions may not
be defined at some points, since rational functions are not defined at points where the
denominator vanishes. Such points are called poles, and usually correspond to surface
points at iufinity. The exception occurs when all the polynomials Fi(.~, t) vanish there
(an event that can happen only finitely many times since F j have no common divisor,
by assumption). In this case the parameter point is a domain base point.
Tn the next section we explore poles and base points iu detail, showing examples
of how they can cause domain sampling techniques to fail.
Another way to approach the problem is to work directly in the range space of
the rational function map. Since we are only interested in portious of a snrface insidt·
a bounding box, aud poles correspond to surface points at infinity, a range-space
method can avoid explicitly evaluating the rational functions at poles (base points
still cause problems).

If a single-view display of the surface is all that is needed, a ray-tracing methods
such as [6:3] call generate excellent images. However, once a surface is polygonized,
modern graphics workstations can be used to quickly view the surface from many

vip,w1~oillts,

which is preferable. f'urthfmnore, piecewise-linear approximations

v;dt' a geometric data structure repre,:;entation of a

surfan~.

and

PI'O-

an~ r:onv('lli(~nt

ill

other aspects. Hence we focus on them.
The following system of equations is f'Cjuivalent to (5.2):

F,(",t)x-F,(",t)

0

F4 (s, t)y - F,(", t)

0

F,C', tl= - 1':,(8, t)

0

One can implicitize the parametric surface by diminating s) t from this system using one of the many available methods [74, 75, 2:1, :30, 27, 46, 78] and then approximate
the resulting implicit surface using a space-subdivision method [21] or approximation
techniques [9, 10). Note that a parametric

surfaCf~

of degree n could have an implicit

equation of degree n 2 •
A better alternative is to use higher-dimensional versions of the marching method
described in [15,57], e.g. [:30,59]. These techniques have been applied with success
to approximate surfaces defined by large systems of polynomial equations. Howp.ver,
marching methods suffer from difficulties such as tracing through singularities, and
they need a starting point on each sheet of the surface. The space-subdivision methods
also llave trouble handling singularities.
Since we would like to display surfaces witb complicated singularities and several
real sheets, we avoid the range-space approach. We show instead that a careful evaluation of the domain is sufficient to generate all accurate piecewise-linear approximation
to the surfaces.

.1.:1

Domain Sampling Using Rational l\..Iaps

In this section we explain why domain base points and poles sometimes cause sampling techniques to fail, and give simple examples that are representative of the kinds
of

failun~s

that ocr.ur. The main problf'.m is that domain

samplin~

terll1liques which
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dOll't take poles and base POil1ts into account can generate surface approximations

which do not accuratPoly rel"iresent the topulo)!;}' of the surface.

;).;3.1

Domain Poles

Inability to evaluate a rational function at a pole (i.e. l generating a divide by
zero exception in a numerical p;,og,-am) is not the maill reason that domain samplillj:!,"

Even if a domain sampling method avoids

methods fail when poles are present.

evaluating a rational mat: at a po:e, it lllay construct an approximation that does
not rdIed the actual shape of the .... urVf~ or surface. This happens when a part of the
domain that contains a

polt~

is mapped onto the curve or surface.

When a parameterization contains poles, the curve or surface lIlay have multiple
hranches or sheets, e.g. the hyperbola

1
1/(s) = -

.,

has a pole at

.<;

= O. The curve consists of two branches.

A simple domain sampling algorithm for approximating this hyperbola might select a dosed interval [a, b] iu the parameter domain 1 generate n equally-spaced parameter values s, = a+i(~:=~), i = 0, ... , n, and then COllnect tllP. poillts (:I:(S,_I),Y(8i_l)),

(:I:('''i)lY(Si)) with a straight-line segnlP.llt. In this examplp, a line segnwlIt could lw
drawn between points whose parameter values lie
n~sult,

all

opposite sides of a pole. As a

the approximation does not accurately represent the shape of the curve. Fig-

me 5.5 shows the output of the program Mathcmatica for plotting the hyperbola over
the domain interval s E

(-1, }l·

Poles can cause tbis problem even when there aren't multiple branches or sheds.
The probl('m is particularly acute for surfaces. Par instcLllce, a hyperboloid of
sheet with implicit equatioll

:1:

2

+ y2

-

=2 -

OIH'.

I = 0 is a s1ll"fal".(~ whose real part

IS

cOIlIlecte.d. However, if we work from the equivalent parametric representation
1.1. _ ",2 + I
.r(s,I.)= ","2+fl _l'

21
=(",,1)= $'+t'-1

(0.:3 )

IOri

then problems arise because of the polp. curve describer: by

.S2

+ t2

-

I = a in the

parameter domain. The right picture ill Figure I .;hows the ontput produced hy

Maple. V for this surface with (.'l,l) E [-2,2] x [-2,2] (a domain

n~gioll

r:ontailling the

pole curve).
A small digression is ill order about the programs Mathe.matica and Maple V
Both programs use sophisticated strategies for

graphii~;':;

I

'Ufves and surfaces.

Por

instance, Maple. V uses adaptive stepping combined with cuhic spline approximation
and generally approximates curves and surfaces very well. However, both programs
lISe

domain sampling techniques which are not er[llipped to handle poles and hase

points, and hence fail for simple examples such as the above.

5.:l.2

Domain Base Points

We assumed that the numerators and r:ommon denominator of the rational maps
(5.1 ,5.2)

haVf~

no common factor. par a curve, this means that there is no parameter

value that causes both numerator and denominator of a parametric function to vanish.
For surfaces, the situation is different, since it is still possible that there are a finite
number of points (a,b) such that F](a,b) = F2 (a,b) = F.,(a,b) = F'I(a,b) =

o.

Each

snch point is called a base point of the parametric surface. Information about ha.'.;!'
points can he found in books on algebraic geometry such as [:i:3, 101, 118]. Illtef(~still.e;
material on base points in the context of CAGD appears in [27, 77, 100, 11:3]. In
particular, [11:3] shows how to represent patches with up to six sides ill the triangular
rational Bezier patch form, by a clever use of domain base points.
Base points are probhmlatic since there is no one surface point for the corresponding domain point. To each base point there actually corresponds a rational curvp
Oil

the sl1rface [J 01]. Approaching the base point along different directions leads to

different points on the snrface; the points corresponding to all directions form a space
c\lfve that lies on the surface. Since there is no parameter value for points on this
curve (at which the surface map is defined), the entire curve. will be missing from the
parametric surface. Such a curve is called a seam curve. Even if poles are taken care
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of in some way, the seam curves can show lip as ,e;aps

011

the surface, a."i

This figure shows the hyperbnloid of one sheet given by (5.;3). This

ill

Figure 5.t.

param~t,p.riza

lion has the two base points ('''1 t) = (±1 , 0). The correspondin~ seam curves call 1)('
parameterized in parameters u,v, giving the lines (x(u),y(u),z(u)) = (-l,u,u) and

(x(v),y(v), z(v)) = (-1, v, -v) on tbe surface.
If base points are not takell into account, the domain sampling density may ner:ti
1,0

he unnecessarily dense (with respect to surface curvature) in order for the gaps to

he narrow. Furthermore, even if the gap is narrow enough to suffice for display, the
~:urface

approximation will not correctly represent the surface's topology hecause of

the gap.

5.4

Acr.urate Display of Rational Parametric Curves
We now give an algorithm for generating a piecewise-linear approximation to a

rational parametric curve (5.1) given by a map that might contain poles. First, apply
the projective linear transformations of Chapter 4 to map the entire curve in two
parts, where each piece is parameterized over the dosed unit interval [0,1]. This is
computationally trivial and simplifies the interval we must consider to always be [0, 1].
More importantly, it eliminates the possibility of parameter compression as discussp.t1
j II

Chapter 4.
Now perform the following procedure for each of the two curve

l)JeCf~s.

First,

intersect each edge of the bounding region with the curve. The edges are implicitly
specified by the equations

The intersection is performed by substituting x(s),Y(05) into these equations and
equating to zero the resulting polynomials in s. Those roots that correspond to
points

Oil

the boundary are sorted and duplicates eliminated to derive a set of dis-

tinct parameter values

051

<

052 •••

<

Sm'

These numbers partition [0,1] into dosed

intervals. Each interval corresponds to a portion of the curve that is either inside or
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outside the bounding
interior of each

r~gioll.

illt·.~rval,

To test an interval, pick a value 7" at random from the

and compute the point p = (:d1"),Y(1')). If 1'\(1') = O. pick

another value (note that with probability one,

1"

will not be a pole since

then~ an~

only a finite number of poles). If p is inside the bounding region, then that dosed
interval must be mapped, otherwise it must be excluded. An interval that is chosen
for mapping cannot (ontain a pole, and x( ... ), Y(B) can therefore be sampled safely
over it.

The procedure

termilla~es when

all intervals are processed in this fashion. Testin.e;

each interval for being iasi-ie or out of the (convex) bounding region is quite dficient.
Fol' a little more efficiency, the root multiplicities can be used to avoid such tests, after
checking if the nrst illt.erval is inside or out (because the intervals will be alternately
inside or outside).

Multiple roots can occur, for instance , when a Cllfve deflects

tangentially off a boundary edge. If each interval is not checked, extra care must be
taken to handle special cases.

5..1

Accurate Display of Rational Parametric Surfaces
After explaining why a direct generalization of the curve. algorithm to surfaces is

1I0t a good idea, we present an algorithm for surfaces. This algorithm works by using
the pole curw to partition the domain into regions that. are l'safe" to map. These
regions are mapped onto the surface and clipped against the bounding box. Ba.c;e
L

points (which also lie on the pole curve) are handled in a special way.

5.5.1

Surface Trimming

Extending the curve algorithm to surfaces eventually reduces the problem to
surfacp. trimming. However, the reduction to a trimming problem is sufficiently complicated to avoid t.his approach, and We now explain why.
The parametric surface is intersected with tbe faces of the bounding region, whose
plane equations are x =

Xma.:t,

Y=

Yma.:t'

etc. The intersection is performed by substi-

tuting the parameter functions into the equations and equating them to zero, leading
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to a set of bivariate equations. Each equation i'nplicitly defines a curves in the parameter domain.

These implicit curves jointly determine inside-outside regions of the surface with
respect to

tlH~

If we extract those segments of these curves that

bounding box.

explicitly bound the "inside" regions, we are left wiLli a trimmed surface patch. Each
curve segment must be given a

clockwise/count~i',.]ockwise

orientation to eomplete

the trimmed surface representation, and segments that combine to [ofm a dosed
loop

l11ust

be grouped together.

trim

mfWS.

The oriented

Trimmed surface patches

call

(.ill"Ve

segments together form the

be aplFoximated using the methods of

[:37, 89J.
We now show two examples of this approach. In the first example,

WP.

wish to

trim the unit sphere given homogeneously by

X(-" t)

a,e;aillst the

-

205

Y(-" t)

2t

Z(-', t)

1-

W(-" t)

..,2

n~gioll 1:1:1, jy[, 1=1 :::; ~.

8

2

-

(5.4 )

t2

+ t2 + 1

The result of such a trim is shown in

Pigun~ :i.7, all

the left. The domain curves are shown alongside; the interseetiOil region is that which
is inside the largest circle but outside the smaller ones. In this case, the six domain
curves themselves form the trim curve segments, when appropriately oriented.
Now consider another quadric surface, a hyperboloid of two sheets, whose hOlllogeneous parameterization is

X(-" t)

Y(." t)

4t

Z(", t)

5t 2 + fisl - 2t

W(." t)

+ 5.<;2 -

28

+1
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The trimmed surface is given in Figure 5.8, and once again the trim curves are shown

alongside. In this case the bounding box intersection curves are all ellir,ses, and

SOIllP

segments of these curves must be extracted to construct the trim curves.

In this case the trim region is quite r:omplicated, even though the

sllrfaCt~

in this

case is only of degree two.

The situation is further complicated by the fact that the trim curves

~I.i"t'

implic-

itly defined; trimming algorithms need trim curves to be given either by pare_metric
(~quatioIlS,

or as a sorted list of points along the curve. Techniques for sorting i)oillts

on algebraic curves exist, but are expensive [62].
Thus extracting the bounding segments from the six implicit c\lfves appears to
'1llner:f~ssarily

complicate the problem. We shall instead focus

all

a single curve, the

pole curve of the rational map.

Domain Partioning
We now present an algorithm for displaying rational parametric surfaces. As is
common in domain sampling techniques, a triangulation of the parametric domain is
mapped onto the surface, yielding a piecewise. linear approximation to it. Triangular
surface elements have several advantages, described ill detail in [109].
The main idea of the algorithm is simple. Since the rational lIlap of the surface
may not be defined at some points, we construct the triangulation in a special way.
The pole curve partitions the parameter domain into several regions. The rational
functions of the map are continuous inside these open regions, and therefore each
region maps to a possibly infinite but single sheeted surface patch. By approximating
each patch independently of the others, we avoid generating a topologically incorred
approximation.
We collstrud a domain triangulation whose edges do not eros::; tbe pole curve.
Furthermore, each domain triangle is allowed to have up to two vertices tbat are

all

the pole curve, and up to three vertices that are base points. Each domain triangle
then corresponds to a single-sheeted surface patch. The rational functions can be
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sampled over the interior of each domain triangle safely, generating an approximation

to the sud...ce patch, which is then dipped against the bounding box.
'INe first show the steps of the algorithm, and then explain the steps ill detail.

1. (RESTRICT TO FINITE DOMAIN) Perform the projective reparameterizatiotl
of Chapter 4 so that the entire surface is mapped in four pieces, each over the

"unit" triai'gle spanned by (0,0), (0, 1), (1,0). Treat the four new mapplllgs
indepp.ndeuny, and for each mapping jH'lrform the following steps.
2. (GENERATE POLE POINTS) Compute a piecewise-linear approximation to
the pole curve of the current mapping inside tlw unit triangle.

:3. (GENERATE DOMAIN POINTS) Generate points in the rest of the unit triangle according to some fixed or adaptive. scheme.
4. (GENER.ATE BASE POINTS) Compute all the base points of the current mapping that lie inside the unit triangle.
The three kinds of points (ordinary domain points, pole points, and base points)
are labeled differently.

.1. (TRIANGULATE) Compute a triangulation of the points thus generated. If
the edp;e of any triangle crosses the pole curve, insert the intersection points; if
any triangle has three pole vertices , insert its midpoint.
6. (MAP TRIANGLES) Every triangle can now have up to 2 pole wrtices and
up to ;3 base point vertices. Map each triangle onto a surface patch ami dip
it against the bounding box. Various types of patches result depending on the
labels of a domain triangle. They are as follows:
• All vertices are ordinary. The image of the

triangl(~

is a finite triangular

patch .
• Gne vertex is a pole. The image is
corner at infinity (Figure 5.:3).

all

infinite triangular patch with one

III

• Two vertices are poles. Th~ irnage is

all

infinite triangular patch with two

corners at infinity (Figun' 5.;3).
• One vertex

i~

a base point. The base point blows up to

it

surface. Approaching the base point vertex along each of its

curve on the

incid{~llt edgf's

leads to a different surface point on this curve. Thus, the image is a finite
rectangular patch (Figure .1.4j.
• Combinations of ordinary, basp. ;)oints, and pole points.

The resulting

patch can be finite or infinite, with up to six sides.
Mapping pach domain triangle is accomplished by walking along its boundary
and checking the vertex labels. For clipping, an iteration must be used to locale

the intersection(s) of each edge of the surface patch with the bounding box. POl'
each base point vertex a parameterization of the corresponding seam curve

IS

necessary, taking as parameter the slope of lines through the base point.
This concludes the description of the algorithm; we now discuss some of the steps
in more detail.
III step 2, the curve approximation must be sufficiently linear, otherwise there is
a risk that some parts of the surface that lie inside the bounding box will be missed.
In step ;3. points

all

the unit triangle can be generated either uniformly or adap-

tively spaced. Points that are uniformly spaced in the .<: and f. directions are easily
generated. For instance we can generate n(n
spaced points on each line.<:
selected based

all

+t

+ 1)/2

points by taking i

= i/(n - 1), i = 0, ... , n - 1. The points

+ 1 equally
call

also be

local surface curvature. However, the methods of [109, 6i, 86] an~

applicable only for maps which are defined over all the domain. It would be better
to apply adaptive sampling techniques in step 5, wilen it is known that the current
triangle maps onto a single-sheeted surface.
In step 4 we must find the base points by solving the equations Pi = 0, i = 1, ... ,4.
This could be done by picking two of the equations, finding their common solutions,
and then checking whether these are solutions of the other two equations. In [27] a
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method based on resultants is given for finding all base points and

~heir

multiplicities

directly.
For step 5, any triangulation method [88] can he used, although some triangulations may have c.onvenient properties.
Step 6 is complicated not only because of the many cases involved, but because we
only know that the current domain triangle maps onto a

single-sh~el,ed

patch. The

patch can have IIp to six sides, and could twist in and out of the bounding box in
subdivid{~d

a complicated way. The domain triangle should be further

if necessary,

lIsing all adaptive domain sampling technique [109, 86, 67]. For lllstance, in [109]
pstimates of Lipschitz constants are used to decide when a portion of a surface is
sufficiently linear to be approximated by a triangular facet.
Finally, base point vertices need special treatment. A domain triangle with b base
point vertices maps onto a patch with b + :3 sides. Three sides of the patch are the
images of the domain triangle's three edges, and therefore tracing these sides (for
clipping) is not a problem. How to trace the other b sides of the patch is not obvious,
since their points can't be generated by evaluating the rational lllap at some domain
points.
Consider a triangle with a base point vertex p. Suppose p is incident to tlw
t'd.e;es el and

e2.

Let the slope of the edges el and e2 he

7Itt

and m2 respectively.

Approaching p along the litle of slope m1 leads to one point on the surface, and
approaching it along the line of slope

1n2

leads to another point on the surface. Both

these points lie on the seam curve corresponding to the base point. Parameterize the
seam curve in terms of

nt,

the slope of lines through the base point. Then the side

of the patch that corresponds to the base point vertex can be traced by evaluating
tlw seam

('urv~ paralllet~rizatiol\ at

values betweell

11/.\

compnte this parameterization ill the next subsection.

and

11/.2.

\",'e discuss how to

II :]

5.5.:3

Base Points and Seam Curves

In this '" ..- tion,

\Vf'.

use projective uJ",;-di"lates to describe points ou a rational

parametric surface, for notational convenience. Thus a surface is given as follows:

pX

= X(s, t),

pY

= Y(s, t),

pZ

= Z(s, t),

pW

= W(."

t)

where p i:-- a non-zero constant of proportionality (we still use an affine domain, since
step I of dIe surface display algorithm allows us to restrict

OUf

attention to affine

parameter points).

Then, let 0 be a cOlllmon solution of the curves X = 0, ... , W = O. Furthermort\

let us slIppose that

a is a point of multiplicity q on each of the curves X

= 0, .. _, ltV =

0, and that the curves have no common tangent at O. Then the image of the hase
point 0 is a rational curve of degree q on the surface [101].
In [27], a method is given to find the parametric equations of this curve. The
basic idea is to pass a pencil of lines through the base point and then use the slope
of these lines as a parameter, since approaching the base point from each direction
leads to a different point on the seam

CurVR.

Tbe seam curve equations are not given

explicitly, but as quotients of certain polynomials. The algorithm fails when the
curves X = 0, ... I W =

a have common tangents

equations given by this algorithm generate only

i.L

at 0; in this case the parametric
single point of the seam curV<'.

III [77] a method is given for parameterizing seam curves that works for all cases
(i.e., even when the tangents are equal). However, it is much more expensive than
the previous method: multivariate resultants are used to compute a projedion onto a
plane of all the seam curves simultaneously, yielding a bivariate equation. Along with
the projection, a rational map R is computed between the projection and the CIHV<'S
Oil

the surface. A bivariate factorization algorithm (over the complexes) such as [8,6.1]

must first be applied to sp.parate out the the projections of the individual curves. Each
projected seam curve is then parameterized using a general curve parameterization
technique

[:3], and finally mapped onto the surface using the rational map M.
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The method of [27] is much <;impler than that of [77], alld \.Quid be implenlP.llt.f'.d
as part of the surface display algorithm. However, we present a further simplificatiUlI
of (27] based on the the sallle idea, which is found in algebraic geometry textbooks
such

a,<;

[101] (and bence it also fails when the tangents at

a

are all equal). This

simplification makes the method easier to implement numerically, since we find an
(~xplicit

formula for the paranwtrie equations of the seam curve. Furthermon\ the

formula clearly shows how the number of
the base point affects the seam

COllllllon

CUl'\'\~, explaining

tangents of X = 0, ... , 1¥ = 0 at

why this method breaks down when

tbe tangents at the base point are 2\1 equal.

THEOREM 5.1 Let (a, b) be a base point of multiplicity q. Then for any mER,
the image of a domain point approaching (a, b) along a line of slope

HI.

is give:n by

(X(m), Y(m), Z(m), W(m)) =

PROOF. Consider the image of a point (s, t) as it approaches (a, b) along the line
of slope m through (n, b). Expressing the line as t = m( ... - a)

+ h,

this yields the:

point
lim (X(s, m(s - n)

,-"

+ b), Y(s, m(s -

n) + b), Z(.s, m(s - n)

+ b), W(s, m(s -

n)

+ b))
(5.6)

Expanding X(s, t) in a Taylor series at (n, b) yields
,

P

X(s,t) =
Substituting t = m(s - n)

,

I:I:
i=O
k=O

(s-n)i(t-b)'-' a'x
k'
a 'at' ,. (n, b)
.

(5.7)

S

+ b in (5.7) yields

a' x

~ ~ (s - n)',,/-'
L..- L..k'.
a s 'at'
k=O ;=0
II

(s - n)'

k

I: I:

l-q

(

s -" k! m

b)
(",
k-l

iJk X
asiat' In, b)

k=qi=O

where q is the multiplicity of the base point (a, b), which implies that all derivatives
of X(s,t) up to order q -I vanish at (a,b).
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Substituting t = m(s- a)+b into the Taylor expansions of Yes, t), Z(s, t), H'(s, t.)
yield, (X(.,), .... W(,,)) =

We: drop the factor of proportionality (.<: - a)'l and compute the limit (5.6):

lim(X(.,), Y(,,), Z(,,), W(,,))

,-"

Thus for e:ach m E Ii there is a corresponding point (.1.5) on the parametric
surface.

Th~se

points collectivf':ly form a one-dimensional family or curve: on the

surface. 0

COROLLARY 5.1 If the curves Xes, t) = 0, ... , W(s, t) = 0 share t tangent lines at

(a, b), then the seam curve (X(m), Y(m), Z(m), W(m)) has degree q-t. In particular,
if Xes, t) = 0, ... , W(.<:, t) = 0 have identical tangents at (a, b), then for all m E Ii
the coordinates (X(m), ... , W(m)) represent a single point.

PROOF. The e:quations of the tangent linp.s to the curve X(8, t) = 0 at (a, b) are
given by equating to zero the factors of the following curve, which are all linear

(sinCt~

it is homogeneolls):

(5.8)
and similarly for Y(8, t) = 0 etc. Moreover, there is a I-I correspondence between
the linear factors of this curve and the roots of the polynomial X(m) in (5.5). Thus
each COlllmon tangent of Xes, t) = 0, ... , W(~<;, t) = 0 at (a, b) leads to a

COlllmOl}

root, and hence a common factor, among X(m), ... , W(m). If there are t common
tangents there will be a common factor of degree t, which can be divided out of
the seam curve parameterization (X(m), ... , W(m)) since proportional homogeneous
coordinates represent the same point. Thus the seam curve is of degree q - t. 0
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!l.5.4

Drawbacks and Future Work

llll:~

algorithm may fail to . . :tc,·,('ic:te an approximation that accurately represents

the surface, if the pole curve subdivision is not sufficiently linear.
~:urface

III particular,

features inside the bounding box may be missed. The precision to wl,jch the

pole curve is approximated is at present specified by the user; more research is needed
!.,:)

determine how to calculate this precision automatically.
Triangulations with special properties such as the Delaunay triangulation [88]

could be used to speed up step 5, which is expensive. In particular, we hope to lise

Delaunay properties to avoid testing edges for intersection with the pole curve, that
are far away from the pole curve.

In step 6, the seam curve parameterization algorithm is necessary; however, it fails
when the domain curves defined by the numerators and denominator of the rational
map have identical tangents at a base point. One could handle this case by lIsing the
seam curve parameterization of [77], but a simpler and cheaper technique is necessary.
One approach would be to use a quadratic domain transformation to derive a new
parameterization of the surface where the domain curves have separate tangents at
the base points.
;)}i.5

ImplenH'.ntation Details

The above algorithm has been implemented in the Ganith (16] system, with a

f(~w

shortcuts. We now give some of the details of the implementation. Some pictures of
the algoritllllls output on rational parametric surfaces are shown in Figures

,~.9,

5.10,

5.1 L
Step 1 is implemented by homogenizing the parametric form and using polynomial
substitution.
In [47], several methods of approximating implicit curves are compared, with
the author arguing in favor of recursive subdivision.

An implementation of the

subdivision-based algorithm from [47) is used for approximating the pole curve in
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step 2.

This method lja.<; certain drawbacks.

vides the curve 1.0

~he

For instance, the algorithm subdi-

limit a.t its extreme points

(corr~spotlditlg to

points where

the derivative is zero), generating a proliferation of points there. If the pole curve
equation happens to contain a repeated factor, then the derivative is zero

everywhel't~

along the curve component corresponding to that factor. Then the subdivision pro-

ceeds to the limit along cliat entire component, and the program Tuns very slowly.
For this rea.<ion, we use tlw symbolic facilities of Gallith to find and divide ant any
repeated factors frrJm the pole curve equation (but this is not a desirable step when

tloating-poiIlt copfficients a:-e used). In its favor, the subdivision algorithm handh·'s
singularities, isolated points, and multiple. curve branches. An alternative wonld IH'
to use a marching technique such as [15] for tracing the pole curve.
Uniform subdivision is used to generate ordinary domain points ill step ;3, using

it

user-supplied subdivision limit to control the smoothness of the final approximation.
A point-insertion technique [l08] is used in step 5 to construct the domain triangulation. While its worst case running time is quadratic in the number of points, its
average running time is linear, and furthermore it is very robust.
Some shortcuts are used in the handling of base points, and hence the imple.mentation still fails

0]\

some examples with base points. At present step <1 is omitted ill

the implementation; instead, each pole point is checked to see if it is a ba.<;e point.
Furthermore, instead of using theorem (5.1) for the seam curve, we simply generatt'.
rough approximations to seam curve points by taking the images of domain points
dose to the base point, along lines of desired slope.
'While the implementation works well in many examples we tested, it still fails
when the pole curve is not approximated sufficiently dosely, or when base points are
prpspnt but not (k·ted,(!o. There is plenty of room for itllprownwnt.

5.6

Summary
III this chapter we gave algorithms for computing piecewise-linear approximations

to parametric: curves and surfaces using rational maps. These algorithms c:ompute

liS

approximations that accurately represent the shane: of the curve or surface,

eVf~n

when

the maps had domain poles or base points (fr-r surfaces),

The curve algorithm first intersects the curve with the edges of a bounding region.
This partitions the parameter domain into intervals that map onto curvP. segments

Lying inside or outside the surface. The algorithm then classifies intervals as mapping
onto "in" or "out" segments, and finally

apprOXi~ljai.es the

"in" segments by domain

sampling.

WP: use a different approach in the surface algorithm, slllce the computation of
the "in" and "out" domain regions appears

cOl11plica~ed for

surfaces. The algorithm

instead partitions the domain by the pole curve into regions where the map i!'i ddiuf'.d.
The algorithm then triangulates the domain such that domain triangles never cross
regions. Each domain triangle is mapped onto the surface and dipped against the
hounding box. If base points are present l they are inserted into the triangulation.
Triangles with base point vertices may map onto patches with more than three sides.

If this happens, the curves corresponding to the base points are parameterized, and
segments of them are extracted to construct sides of the surface patch.
We discussed an implementation of the algorithm , and showed examples of its
output.
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I"igure 5.1 Hyperboloid of 1 sheet with seam curve gaps
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Figure 5,6 Single-sheeted surface with domain poles (Maple)
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Figure 5.7 Trimmed rational parametric sphere, and trim curves in domain

Figure 5.8 Trimmed hyperboloid of 2 sheets, and trim curves in domain
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Figure 5.9 Rational parametric surface: cubic node

Figure 5.10 Rational parametric surface (two sheets)
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Figure 5.11 Rational parametric surface (nine sheets)

1~7

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Approximations in Exact Algebraic Algorithms
We have developed systematic techniques for using numerical approximations in

some algorithms that

ori~inaHy used

exact arithmetic. Our techniques led to efficient

versions of parameterization algorithms for certain classes of rational curves and surfaces. We also analyzed the algorithms using the standard technique of backward
f'rror analysis and developed geometric characterizations of the error.
From our error analysis We conclude that our versions of the algorithms are numerically stable. That is, small perturbations in the computations due to rational
approximation of algebraic numbers are reflected by small geometric perturbations
in the output. Parameterization algorithms we.re previously held in suspicion in this
regard [:391, especially when singularities of the input curve/surface had to be approximated.
We briefly outline an area for future research, related to this topic.
6.1.1

Parameterization Algorithms for Other Classes

As the degree of a curve or surface increases , the chances of it being rational grow
less. Thus algorithms for classes of higher degree curves and surfaces are scaref'.. A
notable exception is [a], which can parameterize rational algebraic plane curves of allY
degree. The use of algebraic numbers in this algorithm is rather more complicated
than in the parameterization algorithms discussed here. It would be interesting to
see if the approximation methods developed [Iere can be applied to this algorithm
also. If so, it would make the seam curve parameterization algorithm of [77] more
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practical, and in Chapter 5 we showed how seam curve parameterizatiotls are useful
in parametric surface display.

Algorithms exist for cubic surface parameterization [99, 2]j an error analysis should
be developed for these algorithms, which also compute with algebraic numbers. However, the algebraic numbers in this case are coordinates of lines or curves on the
surface, not of points. Thus the error analysis is likely to be more complicated than
the ones developed here. Similarly, the cubic hypersurface parameterization algorithm
of (I4] is also a candidate for error analysis.

Although we have only discussed global parameter:zatioll of a curve or surface,
there are techniques for parameterizing a small portion of a curve or surfacPo around a
point, using power series. This procedure can be used in generating curve and surface
approximations. \Nhen the point in question is singular, such local parameterization
te.chniques (11]

requi~e

algebraic number computation. 'We could try to estimate the

error if rational approximations to algebraic numbers are used in this algorithm.
As more exact algorithms from algebraic geometry are developed to solve problems in computer graphics and geometric modeling, we hope that our techniques can
simplify the implementation of these algorithms and make them easier to analyze for
prror.

6.2

Display of Rational Parametric Curves aud Surfaces

We have highlighted some problems in the display of arbitrary rational parametriC

curves and surfaces. These problems appear largely neglected in the literature,

probably since they arose from mathematical visualization rather than a geometric
design or modeli ng application.
Problems that arise in curve and surface display are: mapplllg an entire curve
or surface lIsing only finite parameter values, handling domain poles, and handling
domain base points (for surfaces).
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We

show~d

how projective transformations ill the parametric domain can be use.d

to 1I1ap all entire C\lTve or surface using a finite number of pieces if line:tr transformations are used, or a single piece if quadratic transformations are llsed. Quadratic
domain transformations yielded normal parameterizations of the natural quadrics,
i.e" parameterizatiolls that do not have any missing points.
We discussed differences between polynomial and rational parameterizatio'Ui from
the perspective of generating curvature-sensitiw. approximations, and explained why
rational parameteriza.tions behave poorly in this regard.
In Chapte:f .1, we used results from Chapter 4 to

proximating parametric curves and

surfaces~

deVf~lop

robust algorithms for ap-

taking care of infinite parameter values,

domain poles, and domain base points. Solntions were given for both curves and surfaces. The graphical computer algebra system Ganith [16] was used for implementing
the surface algorithm.
It would be interesting to experiment with other classes of parametric surfaces, e.g-.
those involving transcendental functions. Much of the surface algorithm of Chapter 5
will remain valid, although subprograms for approximating algebraic pole Curves will
need replacement, aud projective reparameterizatiolls won't apply.
We now pxplorc two areas for future work regarding rational parametric curvt"f;
and surfaces.

6.2.1

Complex Parameter Values

While the parameterization (5.2) defines a map from R. 2 into R.3 , it also defines
a unique algebraic surface in

(..03

which can be given by a single equation in three

variables, with real coefficients. This algebraic surface may contain real poiuts which
(l.ff'

not lll<l.pppd hy any real parallletpr values. If we wants to view the entire rpal part

of the algebraic surface defined by the map, and not just the image of R. 2 , additional
computations are needed.

l:l0

For instance. consider a Steiner quartic surface (Figure 4.10) given implicitly hy

P(x,y,=) =

:1;2 y 2

+ lPZ 2 + X 2 Z 2 _
2s

2t

x (,~, t) --:;;-2+{l+1'
--;--,--,~-;

Note tl13t the

;1',

2xyz = 0, or parametrically by

y(s,t)~ s'+t'+I'

;

y and z axes lie entirely on the algebraic surface F(:r;, y, z) = O.

r

Let us consider _the parametric map to see which parameter values give rise to the :/:
axis, which is described by y = z = O. Setting y{s, t) = z(.s, t) = 0 and solving for s, t
yields t = O. Thus (:r.(~~,O),O,O) = (2S/(S2

+ 1),O,O),.s E 'R,

are the points on the:c

axis that are given by the map. This shows that any parameter value sEn yields a
surface point (x, 0, 0) with Ixl

:S

1.

To find parameter values giving rise to the

n~maining sllrfaCf~

we must extend the parameter domain to C2 • We

!lOW

points

011

the x-axis

show one way to compute the

complex parameter values that map onto these points.
Let the parameters .s, t denote complex numbers given as s = a
where a, b, c, dEn and i =

+ In,

t = c

+ di,

J=T.

Then the parametric map from C2

---lo

n3

x(s, t) ~ x(a + bi, c + di)

can be expressed as

XR(a, b, c, d)

+ XI(a, h,c,d)· £

ZR(a, b, c, d)

+ Z/(a, b, c, d)

+ bi,c+ di)

and XI denotes its imaginary

y(s,t)~y(a+bi,c+di)

=(.<, t) ~ =(a + bi,c+ di)
where X R denotes the real part of x(a

,i

part, etc.
Then X I ( a, h, c, d) = 0, Y,( a, h, c, d) = 0, ZI( a, h, c, d) = 0 form a system of three
equations in four unknowns whose solutions give parameter values that map to real
surface points. In general, such a system has a one-dimensional solution set which
can be traced in 4-space by a marching method such as [15]. Note that this particular
system has the trivial two-dimensional solution b = d = 0 which must be excluded.
Further work is needed along these lines to develop an efficient procedure for
computing the entire real part of the algebraic surface defined by a rational map,
including real points given by complex parameter values.

T

l:ll

6.2.2

Computing Triangulations on Surfares

The surface display algorithm of eilapter 5 gcu2.rated a piecewise-linear

11J<"'~:'

;)f

triangles approximating a surface. This mesh was derived by constructing a planar
triangulation in the domain and

m~ppillg

it onto the surface.

However, when a

planar domain triangulation is mapped onto a curved surface, the resulting triangles
in space may not possess the properties of a I:.lanar triangulation. That is, an edge

of the surface triangulation may intersect a surface triangle at a point that is not one

of its vertices.
There are two reasons for this. First, if the domain sampling density is not fine
enough with respect to the surface curvature, two surface triangles may overlap each
other. Second, if the surface actually crosses itself, some surface triangles Ilear the
crossing may cross each other.
Constructing triall.e;ulations on surfaces is useful, especially in mesh p;eneration
for finite-element analysis. Even for display, a surface triangnlation is preferable.
This is because scanline-rendering algorithms suffer from aliasing effects triangle intersections; this causes what should appear as a sharp edge on the screen to appear
wavy.
Fignre

(j.t

(FigufC 4.10).

shows a triangular mesh approximating the a Steiner quartic surface
The mesh was constructed using the surface display algorithm

ur

Chapter 5. The surface crosses itself along the x,y and z axes, which are also drawn
in Figure 6.1. In this case, the mesh is actually a surface triangulation. This is
a coineidence, and happens because the four quadrants of the parameter domain
happen to Illap onto four pieces of the surface that meet exactly along the singular
lines. Since the surface display algorithm maps each of the four domain quadrants
separately, the resulting triangles on the mesh also meet along the singular lines.
Suppose we apply a random linear reparameterization to get another map for the
same Steiner surface, and apply the display algorithm to generate a mesh for the Hew
map. In general, the new mesh will not be a surface triangulation.

,

.,

t

J:l2

We propose a way to construct a surface triangulation un a parQ,metric surface
that crosses itself. i.e., on a singular parametric surface. The ide;:., is to

WIl1Dute

curves and points in the parametric domain that map onto singular points

Oil

the
the

surface, and then partioll the domain by these curves (as well as by the pole curves).

If this is dOlle, no domain triangle will overlap domain points that map onto a surface
singularity. Hence triangles on the surface will meet only along their Podges or at their
vertices, even if the surface is singular.

The points and curves in the real parameter domain that l1'ap on tv
gularities can be found by formulating a system of polynomial

~llrface

equation~,

sin-

extendin.e;

the procedure of [4) for singularities of parametric plane c.urves.
Par example, consider the surface given by the the following equations, taking

x(s, t) = X(s, t)/W(." t), etc.

X(s, t)

Y(s, t)

(s'

+ t')' -

Z(s, t)

s"lt

+e-

W(s, t)

:l(s'

+ t')

;3t

(.,' + t')' + 2(s' + t') + I

This is a surface of revolution (see Figure 6.2); it has a point singularity at the
origin. It can be shown that the circle of radius

v3 in

the parameter domain, and

the point (0,0) in the parameter domain both map onto this singular point.
In this case we found the image of the surface singularity by hane!. Further work is
needed to find efficient procedures to solve this problem for surfaces with both point
singularities (Figure 6.2) and curve singularities (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 Triangulation of a Steiner surface along curve singularities

Figure 6.2 Triangulation of parametric surface with point singularity
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